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The scientific method is a methodological approach to the process of inquiry – in which
empirically grounded theory of nature is constructed and verified [14]. It is a hard, ex-
haustive and dedicated multi-stage procedure that a researcher must perform to achieve
valuable knowledge. Trying to help researchers during this process, a recommender sys-
tem, intended as a researcher assistant, is designed to provide them useful tools and
information for each stage of the procedure. A new similarity measure between research
objects and a representational model, based on domain spaces, to handle them in dif-
ferent levels are created as well as a system to build them from OAI-PMH (and RSS)
resources. It tries to represents a sound balance between scientific insight into individual
scientific creative processes and technical implementation using innovative technologies
in information extraction, document summarization and semantic analysis at a large
scale.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The scientific method is probably the most widely used method or way of knowing
the unknowns. It is a methodological approach to the process of inquiry – in which
empirically grounded theory of nature is constructed and verified [14] that increases the
human knowledge based on systematic observation, classification and interpretation. In
addition, it is characterized by objectivity, generality, verifiability and creditability to
ensure an unbiased, general and impersonal study [63]. This process consists of a series
of steps or actions that are important to execute a specific research in an effective way,
such as: (1) define a research problem, (2) review literature, (3) write a hypothesis, (4)
design the research, (5) collect data, (6) analyze the collected data and (7) interpret
results and report [66].
While each of these steps is important, the first one is crucial because the whole study
is designed around this defined goal. It should address a unique issue, building upon
previous research and scientifically accepted fundamentals. It has several considerations:
• Interest: It should be interesting for the researcher and for the research commu-
nity.
• Magnitude: It should be manageable, specific and clear to have enough time and
resources to solve it .
• Expertise: It requires an adequate level of expertise for carrying out the research.
• Relevance: It should contribute to answering questions of quantified importance
to the end users of research [68].
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• Availability of data: It should make sure that data is available.
Taking into account these considerations, there are several steps to formulate a research
problem: First of all, identify a broad field or subject area of interest and split it into
subareas, then select the most interesting one formulating research questions and, finally,
assess the objectives.
Once a research problem is identified, the researcher has to contextualize it. In do-
ing so, an initial literature review is needed to build a theoretical and conceptual
framework using existing literature in the research area of study.
When the problem is clearly identified, it is time to write a set of hypotheses that need to
be proved with new experiments and observations. Usually it is the result of a process
of inductive reasoning from observations to create a testable, falsifiable and realistic
statement. It is a suggested explanation of a phenomenon, so it should be testable,
taking into account current knowledge and techniques, realistic and also verifiable, by
statistical or analytical means, to allow a verification or falsification. It eventually
becomes a theory, even then it can still be falsified or adapted.
Now, the researcher begins to design the research defining variables according to
what will be measured. Independent variables are those that the researcher would like
to measure (the cause), dependent variables represent the effect and extraneous variables
are a particular case of independent variables that are not related to the purpose of the
study, but may affect the dependent variable.
In order to make accurate measurements, a collection of data about the research prob-
lem must be gathered. There are two types of data: primary data, generally accepted
as original data that can be collected through questionnaires, schedules, interviews,
sensoring and so on; and secondary data, also known as published data, which are not
originally collected but rather obtained from published sources such as publications in
books, magazines, reports, etc.
In this stage of research, the collected data should be processed and analyzed. Analysis
of collected data represents the way of testing hypotheses and support the approach
of achievement of findings and so the conclusion of the research. This process may be
manual or automatic. The researcher must provide details about methods, procedures
and models used during this process.
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Finally, the researcher has to present the interpretation of results and the re-
port derived from this study in a structured and logical manner following a systematic,
chronological or psychological order. The most important thing is to prune out irrelevant
information and findings.
As shown above, the research process is a hard, exhaustive and dedicated multi-stage
procedure that researchers perform to achieve valuable knowledge. Each of its stages
includes difficulties and challenges that may block the entire process. Trying to help
researchers during this procedure, a recommender system, intended as a researcher as-
sistant, is proposed to provide them useful information for each stage. It represents a
sound balance between scientific insight into individual scientific creative processes and
technical implementation using innovative technologies in information extraction, doc-
ument summarization and semantics. This study comes under the Dr Inventor project,
a European project built on the vision that technologies have great potential to sup-
plement human ingenuity in science by overcoming the limitations that people suffer in
pursuing scientific discovery.
This document provides an explanation of the theoretical background used to make
predictions and to infer knowledge from scientific researches devoted to data gathering
techniques from content providers. Regarding analysis of research projects, we show a
revision of the state of the art focused on those works that attempt to measure similarity
between textual resources and we describe how we used these techniques for measuring
the similarity between Research Objects (RO). In a similar manner, concerning recom-
mender systems, we introduce past related work to provide an overview of these type
of systems using semantic and non-semantic information to make predictions. After
that, we introduce our system and more details about several functions that it offers to
researchers based on semantic analysis and machine learning techniques.
The document is organized in the following way: Section 2 reviews the state of the art in
semantic and non-semantic-based recommender systems. It also presents Research Ob-
jects and the Dublin-Core annotation, as well as topic models and why they are useful to
summarize data. We introduce the Open Archive Initative Protocol for Metadata Har-
vesting (OAI-PMH) and some statistics gathered from content providers implementing
it. Section 3 presents in detail what are the problems that we are trying to solve with
respect to how we can provide better support to the research process. In Section 4 we
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show some statistics about OAI-PMH data providers and introduce our harvester client.
Section 5 presents how we have built an LDA model using a genetic algorithm so as to
describe all researches in a more accurate way. Section 6 details how research objects
are internally described to gather meaning and content information together. In Section
7 we detail the elements that compose our domain, how they are organized and what is
the similarity metric created to measure how Research Objects are connected. Section
8 describes some recommendations that the system could offers to promote scientific
creativity and help researchers during the research process. To conclude, suggestions for
future work and conclusions are proposed in Section 9.
Chapter 2
Background and State-of-the-Art
2.1 Research Objects
Reproducible science has become a field of research in its own right [49]. The repro-
ducibility of a scientific study depends on the careful description of the original exper-
iment, including the methods and tools used to perform the experiment, the substrate
on which to perform the experiment, and the precise experimental setup, including all
necessary influences from the environment. When the result is meant to be present after
post-processing, it is also imperative to provide the details of the processing steps [13].
The useful outcomes of research are not just traditional publications. Instead they are
everything else that goes into, and supports an investigation. A research life cycle in-
cludes steps which need to be documented and described in order to be reproduced.
Several guidelines have been developed about it such as the Minimum Information Re-
quested in the Annotation of Models (MIRIAM) [46] and the Minimum Information
About Simulation Experiments (MIASE) [71]. The outcome is a findable, accesible,
interoperable and reusable resource that adds value to the research.
Our system must be able to understand all this information to learn as much as possible
about the inner process related to the research and make valuable inferences based
on similarities between them. In that regard, the Research Object model allow us to
handle researches as machine-readable resources being easier sharing and/or exchanging
information.
5
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Research Objects are semantically rich aggregations of resources that bring together
data, methods and people in scientific investigations. Their goal is to create a class of
artifacts that can encapsulate the digital knowledge associated to an investigation and
provide a mechanism for sharing and discovering assets of reusable research and scientific
knowledge. It is a combination of aggregation (reusing Object Reuse and Exchange
(ORE)), annotation (reusing the Annotation Ontology) and RO ontologies such as ro
(core structure), wf-desc (workflows) and wf-prov (provenance).
2.1.1 Benefits
Unique identifiers are used as names for things (e.g. DOIs for publications or ORCIDs
for researchers) with the objective of avoiding ambiguity about resources (publications,
researches) and ensuring that any resource is easier to be found.
Elements that are related or part of a broader investigation or study can be aggregated
as artefacts that make the research potentially useful to someone else because it can be
referred to or cited as a whole . Also metadata information about how they relate
to each other, or where they came from, or what are the rights, or any other information
is provided along with the resource.
2.1.2 Distribution
Recently, the Wf4Ever project developed the Research Object Bundle (RO Bundle) [74].
It is a ZIP file containing a manifest, annotations and some or all of its aggregated
resources for the purposes of exporting, archiving, publishing and transferring research
objects. Its structure is based on the Adobe Universal Container Format (UCF).
The advantage of encapsulating everything in a single file is to know about a specific
project, including the instructions on how to handle the archive and interpret it. Sim-
ilar examples from the domain of computer science would be the packages of the Java
Archives, the Open Document Formats or recently the COMBINE Archives [13], that
enable the exchange of all information required to reproduce a modelling project encoded
using the Open Modelling EXchange format (OMEX) and presented as a ZIP file. Its
default file extension is .omex and additional extensions are available to indicate what
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is the main standard format used within the archive. This helps users choose between
different archives, and select appropriate software tools with which to open them.
2.2 OAI-PMH
Modern researchers have access to large archives of scientific articles. These archives are
growing as new articles are placed online and old articles are scanned and indexed. Our
system is based on research objects so we need to collect them from online services. As
far as we know, research objects are not currently available from any web service, so we
need to create them from existing publishing services.
The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) [53] is a
client-server protocol for exchanging data in numerous formats which is the de facto
standard for metadata sharing between digital libraries in distributed environments [45].
It is based on two roles: data providers, as storage systems that support OAI-PMH
as a means of exposing metadata, and service providers, as clients that use metadata
harvested via the OAI-PMH as a basis for building value-added services.
We can create research objects combining both the metadata and the referenced resource
published by these providers. In such a way our system will play the role of service
provider operating a harvester, i.e client application that issues OAI-PMH requests, to
collect metadata from online data providers.
In this domain, three distinct entities appear related to the metadata [53]: resource,
item and record. A resource is the object that metadata is ”about” and any other
information about it is outside the scope of OAI-PMH. An item is a container that
stores or dynamically generates metadata about a single resource in multiple formats,
each of which can be harvested as a record. A record is metadata in a specific format
such as an XML encoded byte stream, in response to a protocol request.
2.2.1 Requests and Responses
The requests, or verbs, defined in the OAI-PMH protocol are the following [53]:
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• GetRecord : retrieve an individual metadata record from a repository by identi-
fier, i.e unique id, and metadataPrefix, i.e. metadata format, such as oai dc, olac,
perseus, oai marc and so on.
• Identify : retrieve information about a repository such as name, base url, protocol
version, earliest datestamp, delete record, granularity, admin email, compression
and/or description.
• ListIdentifiers: abbreviated form of ListRecords, retrieving only headers rather
than records by a temporal window, metadata prefix, set (selecting criteria) and
resumption token to be able to resume an incomplete list.
• ListMetadataFormats: retrieve the metadata formats available from a reposi-
tory.
• ListRecords: harvest records from a repository by a temporal window, meta-
data prefix, set (selecting criteria) and resumption token to be able to resume an
incomplete list.
• ListSets: retrieve the set structure of a repository, i.e. list of fields to make
selecting criteria.
2.2.2 Dublin Core Annotation
As mentioned before, a data provider can use several metadata formats. The format
used in our harvester client was Dublin Core Metadata Innovation (DCMI) [24], which
is associated with the reserved metadataPrefix oai dc in OAI-PMH. DCMI is one of
the most popular vocabularies for use with Resource Description Framework (RDF).
The DCMI Abstract Model was designed to bridge the modern paradigm of unbounded,
Linked Data graphs with the more familiar paradigm of validatable metadata records
like those used in OAI-PMH.
It provides an agreement for the development of interoperable online metadata standards
for a broad range of purposes and of business models. Four levels of interoperability
are presented for determining the scope of a project that wants to be ”Dublin Core-
compatible” and to set expectations for users of ”Dublin Core-compatible” specifications
[24]: (1) Shared Term Definitions, (2) Formal Semantic Interoperability, (3) Description
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Set syntactic interoperability and (4) Description Set Profile interoperability. Among
these values, the first one, Shared Term Definitions which establishes interoperability
among metadata-using applications based on shared natural-language definitions, is the
best to describe how data providers and service providers operate in OAI-PMH since
they agree what terms to use in their metadata and how those terms are defined.
According to the DCMI-based XML schema used in OAI-PMH (Listing A.1), a resource
may be described by title, creator, subject, description, publisher, contributor, date, type,
format, identifier, source, language, relation, coverage and rights.
These metadata terms are maintained and specified by DCMI as follows [23]:
• title: a name given to the resource.
• creator : an entity primarily responsible for making the resource.
• subject : the topic of the resource.
• description: an account of the resource which may include but is not limited to:
an abstract, a table of contents, a graphical representation, or a free-text account
of the resource.
• publisher : an entity responsible for making the resource available.
• contributor : an entity responsible for making contributions to the resource.
• date: a point of period of time associated with an event in the lifecycle of the
resource.
• type: the nature or genre of the resource. Usually described by DCMI Type Vo-
cabulary (DCMITYPE).
• format : the file format, physical medium or dimensions of the resource.
• identifier : an unambiguous reference to the resource within a given context. Rec-
ommended best practice is to identify the resource by means of a string conforming
to a formal identification system.
• source: a related resource from which the described resource is derived.
• language: a language of the resource. Recommended best practice is to use a
controlled vocabulary such as RFC 4646.
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• relation: a related resource. Recommended best practice is to identify the related
resource by means of a string conforming to a formal identification system.
• coverage: the spatial or temporal topic of the resource, the spatial applicability of
the resource, or the jurisdiction under which the resource is relevant.
• rights: information about rights held in and over the resource.
2.3 Topic Models
Since we want to build a research object-based recommender system, we need to define
how ROs will be featured. We are looking for a model that describes resources not
only by individual features (e.g. term frequencies), but also by features shared with
others (e.g. subjects) in an adequate way to be used in large data sets, so first, we list
the advantages of using topic models to represent this type of resources, after that we
present how it works compared to other approaches such as tf-idf and, finally, we show
why we have used this model.
The utility of topic models stems from the property that the inferred hidden structure
that they reveal resembles the thematic structure of the collection. A hidden structure
is a topic structure such as topics distribution, per-resource topic distributions or per-
resource per-word topic assignments. In turn, a topic is a distribution over terms that is
biased around those associated under a single theme. This interpretable hidden structure
annotates each resource in the collection and these annotations can be used to deeper
analysis about relationships between resources. In this way, topic modeling provides
us an algorithmic solution to managing, organizing and annotating large collections of
research objects according to their topics, i.e according to the distribution of their terms
in topics.
Topic modeling algorithms are statistical methods that analyze the words of the original
texts to discover the themes that run through them, how those themes are connected
to each other, and how they change over the time [15]. They do not require any prior
annotations or labelling of the documents. The topics emerge, as hidden structures,
from the analysis of the original texts. The main challenge is how to use the observed
resources to infer a hidden topic structure. It could be seen as reversing the generative
process, i.e. what is the hidden structure that likely generated the observed collection?
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2.3.1 Automatic Summarization
Popular algorithms reduce each resource in the corpus to a vector of real numbers taking
into account frequencies of words, e.g. The tf-idf scheme takes into account the number
of occurrences of each word compared to an inverse document frequency count measuring
the number of occurrences of a word in the entire corpus. Though they present some
appealing features such as identification of discriminative words, they are unable to
reveal inter or intra resource statistical structure.
Other approaches capture most of the variance in the collection and even some aspects
of basic linguistic notions, e.g. synonymy and polysemy, such as latent semantic analysis
(LSA) but they cannot express more complex relationships between documents, between
words and between documents and words. Since they are discriminative models, they
provide a model only for the target variable, documents, conditional on the observed
variables, words, ignoring hidden structures such as topics.
Thus, to describe these hidden structures, i.e. these complex relationships, not only a
topic model algorithm is required, but also a generative topic model algorithm such as
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). This will enable to organize and summarize research
objects at scale what would be impossible by any other manner, preserving the essential
statistical relationships that are useful for tasks such as classification, summarization
and similarity and relevance judgements.
2.3.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
The simplest generative topic model is latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [16]. This and
other topic models such as Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [39] are part of
the larger field of probabilistic modeling. They are well-known latent variable models for
high dimensional count data, such as text data in the bag-of-words representation or any
other count-based data representation but, while LDA has roots in LSA and PLSA (it
was proposed as a generalization of PLSA), it was cast within the generative Bayesian
framework to avoid some of the overfitting issues that were observed with PLSA. As
mentioned before, since PLSA is a discriminative model, it is unable to describe topics,
i.e. hidden structures, but LDA built a generative model to avoid that limitation.
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In generative probabilistic modeling, data is treated as arising from a generative pro-
cess that includes hidden variables. This generative process defines a joint probability
distribution over both the observed (O) and hidden random variables (µ). Then data is
analyzed by using that joint distribution to compute the conditional distribution of the
hidden variables given the observed variables p(µ | O). This conditional distribution is
also called the posterior distribution. In LDA, the observed variables are the words of
the documents, the hidden variables are the topic structure and the generative process
is the problem of computing the posterior distribution, i.e. the conditional distribution
of the hidden variables given the documents:
p(O,µ) = p(O | µ) · p(µ) = p(µ | O) · p(O) (2.1)
This statistical model tries to capture the intuition that documents exhibit multiple
topics. Each document exhibits the topic in different proportion, each word in each
document is drawn from one of the topics, where the selected topic is chosen from the
per-document distribution over topics. All the documents in the collection share the
same set of topics, but each document exhibits these topics in different proportion.
Documents are each represented as a vector of counts with W components, where W
is the number of words in the vocabulary. Each document in the corpus is modelled as
a mixture over K topics, and each topic k is a distribution over the vocabulary of W
words. Each topic is drawn from a Dirichlet with parameter β, while each document’s
mixture is sampled from a Dirichlet with parameter α. Formally, a topic is a multinomial
distribution over words of a fixed vocabulary representing some concept.
The Dirichlet distribution is a continuous multivariate probability distribution parame-
terized by a vector of positive reals whose elements sum to 1. It is continuous because
the relative likelihood for a random variable to take on a given value is described by a
probability density function, and also it is multivariate because it has a list of variables
each of whose value is unknown. In fact, the Dirichlet distribution is the conjugate prior
of the categorical distribution and multinomial distribution.
From a collection of documents, LDA infers: per-word topic assignment, per-document
topic proportions and per-corpus topic distributions. Exact inference, i.e. computing
the posterior over the hidden variables, for this model is intractable [16], then a variety
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of approximate algorithms have been proposed [7] such as collapsed Gibbs sampling
(CGS), variational Bayesian inference (VB), collapse variational Bayesian inference
(CVB), maximum likelihood estimation (ML) and maximum a posteriori (MAP).
Unlike a clustering model, where each document is assigned to one cluster, LDA allows
documents to exhibit multiple topics. For example, LDA can capture that one article
might be about ”biology” and ”statistics”, while another might be about ”biology”
and ”physics”. Since LDA is unsupervised, the themes of “physics”, “biology” and
“statistics” can be discovered from the corpus; the mixed-membership assumptions lead
to sharper estimates of word cooccurrence patterns.
2.4 Recommender Systems
There has been much work done on developing new approaches for recommendation
systems over the last decade. The interest in the area still remains high because person-
alized recommendations have many practical applications.
The two main elements in a recommender system are users and items. Depending on
how they are processed, recommender systems are typically grouped into two categories:
content-based filtering and collaborative filtering (Figure 2.1).
2.4.1 Content-based Filtering
The content-based filtering approach creates a profile for each user or item to characterize
its nature. The profiles allow programs to associate users with matching items, i.e
analyze the items to extract attributes/features from them and recommend items with
similar attributes to an item the user likes. The adoption of a content-based paradigm has
several advantages when compared to the collaborative approach [69]: user independence,
i.e these systems exploit solely ratings provided by the active user to build her own
profile, transparency, i.e explanations on how the recommender system works can be
provided by explicitly listing content features or descriptions that caused an item to occur
in the list of recommendations, and new item, i.e. they are capable of recommending
items not yet rated by any user. However, it has several shortcomings: limited content
analysis, i.e it depends on domain knowledge and has a natural limit in the number and
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Figure 2.1: A hierarchy of recommender systems
type of features that are associated with the items they recommend, over-specialization,
i.e user is going to be recommended items similar to those already rated so it has no
inherent method for finding something unexpected, and new user, i.e enough ratings have
to be collected before this system can really understand user preferences and provide
accurate recommendations.
2.4.2 Collaborative Filtering
The alternative, collaborative filtering, recommends items to a user based on other users
with similar patterns of selected items or on past user behaviour, for example previous
transactions or items ratings, without requiring the creation of explicit profiles. This
approach analyzes relationships between users and interdependencies among items to
identify new user-item association. It is domain free and can address data aspects that
are often elusive and difficult to profile using content-based filtering but it suffers from
what is called the cold-start problem [44], due to its inability to address the system’s
new items and users, i.e it performs poorly if there are no sufficient numbers of co-rated
items in a given rating data.
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The two primary areas of collaborative filtering are the memory-based methods, also
known as neighbourhood-based, [17],[29] and model-based methods. Memory-based meth-
ods are centered on computing the relationships between items, item-based approaches
[30], or alternatively, between users, user-based approaches [35] [60] [50]. These ap-
proaches evaluate a user’s preference for an item based on ratings of neighbouring items
by the same user. A item’s neighbours are other items that tend to get similar ratings
when rated by the same user. In short, an item might be interesting to an active user
if the item is appreciated by a set of similar users (neighbours) or she/he has appreci-
ated similar items in the system. So these methods use a similarity measure for finding
similar users to an active user or similar items on which she/he rated such as Pearson
Correlation Coefficient, Cosine similarity or Jaccard Index. But, since they utilize rat-
ings of only co-rated items when computing similarity between a pair of users or items,
their similarity measures are not suitable in a sparse data [75], although recently a new
measure has been proposed to prevent this problem [57].
However, this type of methods is not adequate for us because it is based on explicit
feedback, and we would like to create a system based only on items, i.e. research objects
and all additional information derived from them and from users, implicit feedback.
Two different techniques can be adopted for recording user’s feedback. When a system
requires the user to explicitly evaluate items, this technique is usually referred to as
explicit feedback. The other technique, implicit feedback, does not require any active
user involvement, in the sense that feedback is derived from monitoring and analyzing
user’s activities. In general, approaches based on explicit feedback are not useful for
us because they limit researchers to specific areas. For instance, a statistician may
miss a relevant paper in economics or biology because the two literatures rarely cite, i.e
rate, each other; and she/he may miss a relevant paper in statistics because it was also
missed by the authors of the papers that she/he has read. In our opinion, one of the
main opportunities of recommendation systems in the scope of research publications is
to inform researchers about literature that they might not be aware of.
Model-based algorithms build models to describe the behaviours of users using training
data and utilize the trained models to predict the users’ preference on the items unseen
in the training data. The main advantage of this approach is that it does not need
to access the whole set of data once the model is built. Examples of this approach
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include the latent factor models [1] [2], probabilistic models [34] [58] and combined ones
of probabilistic and latent factor models.
Latent factor models are an alternative approach that tries to explain the ratings by
characterizing both items and users on a number of factors inferred from the rating
patterns. The key idea behind this is to project the users and items into a smaller
dimensional space, such lower dimensional projections are called factors, thereby clus-
tering similar users and items. Thus, the interest, similarity, of a user to an unrated
item is measured and the most similar item/s is recommended to the user. Some of
the most successful realizations of latent factor models are based on matrix factorization
[44] [77]. In its basic form, matrix factorization characterizes both items and users by
vectors of factors inferred from item rating patterns [64]. High correspondence between
item and user factors leads to a recommendation. A user’s predicted rating for an item,
relative to the item’s average rating, would equal the dot product of the item’s and
user’s factor vectors. These methods have become popular in recent years due to good
scalability with predictive accuracy. Since latent factor models can take advantage of not
only the explicit relationships between users but also the implicit relationships between
two users without any connection, they are effective for recommending users in social
networks where people form different clusters according to their preferences. In this
case, all of such methods estimate the latent factor vectors of users where each factor
measures the extent to which the user is connected with the other users according to its
corresponding factor. However, they do not take into account the auxiliary information
typically associated with items and, as mentioned before, since they use only relation-
ships but not the contents generated by users, the performance suffers when a user does
not have enough number of relationships yet, cold-start. In addition, since this approach
depends on item rating and likely users rate only a small percentage of possible items,
the quality of results is limited.
More complex probabilistic models were later proposed in various recommendation ap-
plications. The Markov process was used to model the purchasing process of market
basket data. Recommendation systems using the probabilistic latent semantic indexing
(PLSI) were also developed such as TWITOBI [42] that uses a probabilistic model of the
behaviour of writing tweet messages by generalizing the PLSI. This model assumes that
the topics are not only selected by a user but also chosen under the influence of the users
whom the user follows. However, this model does not capture the generative process of
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establishing friend relationships. These algorithms build models based on the relation-
ships between users and items, but not based on more complex relationships between
hidden elements. Furthermore, PLSI suffers from the overfitting problem compared to
other probabilistic models such as LDA [19].
Thus, LDA [16] appears as a generative algorithm that models both latent topics and
hidden communities of users. The initial algorithm, TWITOBI, was then updated to
use it in TWILITE [43] which recommends top-K users to follow and top-K tweets to
read for a user along with a matrix factorization to connect friends. Nevertheless, these
techniques not consider the relationships between users and we cannot use them directly
in our system where research objects, that are created by authors, would be connected
to others based on common authors.
As mentioned before, in the scope of research publications, historically one way that re-
searchers find articles is by following citations in other articles that they are interested in.
This is an effective practice but it limits researchers to specific citation communities and
it is biased towards heavily cited papers. A complementary method of finding articles is
keyword search. This is a powerful approach, but it is also limited. Forming queries for
finding new scientific articles can be difficult as a researcher may not know what to look
for; search is mainly based on content and is only good for directed exploration, while
many researchers would also like a “feed” of new and interesting articles.
Recently, a machine learning algorithm called Collaborative Topic Regression (CTR)
[72] was developed for recommending scientific articles to users of online archives based
on traditional collaborative filtering and topic modeling. This algorithm uses the other
users’ libraries and the content of the articles to form its recommendations. For each user,
the algorithm can find both older papers that are important to other similar users and
newly written papers whose content reflects the user’s specific interests. This approach
combines ideas from collaborative filtering based on latent factor models, i.e. matrix
factorization, and content analysis based on probabilistic topic modeling, i.e. LDA. Like
latent factor models, this algorithm uses information from other users’ libraries. For a
particular user, it can recommend articles from other users who liked similar articles.
Latent factor models work well for recommending known articles, but cannot generalize
to previously unseen articles. To generalize to unseen articles, the algorithm uses topic
modeling. Topic modeling provides a representation of the articles in terms of latent
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themes discovered from the collection. So, this component can recommend articles that
have similar content to other articles that a user likes. The topic representation of
articles allows the algorithm to make meaningful recommendations about articles before
anyone has rated them. The algorithm naturally balances the influence of the content
of the articles and the libraries of the other users. An article that has not been seen
by many will be recommended based more on its content and an article that has been
widely seen will be recommended based more on the other users. This method provides
better performance than matrix factorization methods alone, indicating that content
can improve recommendation systems. Further, while traditional collaborative filtering
cannot suggest articles before anyone has rated them, this method can use the content of
new articles to make predictions about who will like them. However the system depends
on users’ opinion instead of a more complex users’ profile based on her/his publications.
That approach as well as hybrid recommendation models that combine collaborative
and content information [36] [18] are a good starting point for our system, where we will
try to create user profiles (authors) without directly requiring information from them
such as users’ libraries or user ratings but also considering derived information such as
their publications and/or their research topics. Our system is a research object-based
recommender system, so we should use all useful knowledge about existing keyword-
based recommender systems as previously mentioned and create what we need to handle
research objects as items and authors as users, as well as define new functionalities to
convert this system into a helpful research assistant for the research process.
Chapter 3
Objectives
3.1 General Objective
As mentioned in Section 1, the research process is a multi-stage procedure that includes
enough challenges and difficulties to block the entire process in any of its stages. Trying
to avoid obstructions, we want to create a system using the current technologies that
collects and analyzes ROs at a large scale, and then extracts useful knowledge from them
to suggest helpful information to researchers during their research process, even at the
beginning when there is no specific research problem defined yet.
The system should offer computational creativity to users who are practising scientists.
It is oriented towards helping research scientists by discovering analogical comparisons
between academic documents and related sources for their consideration. In this way,
the system acts as a creativity assistant, while its cognitively inspired architecture also
offers one possible model of people thinking creatively.
The final aim is to create a researchers’ personal research assistant by reporting on a
wide variety of relevant concepts through machine-powered search and visualization.
In addition it will also be an indexer of Research Objects where anyone can search
by context-based criteria such as title, authors, license rights, etc and/or content-based
criteria such as topics, similarity, etc.
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3.2 Specific Goals
Taking into account the overall objective, i.e extracting knowledge from research objects
to promote scientific creativity in researchers, some specific goals must be defined to
establish a research line that allow us to reach that general objective.
First of all, to create a large and varied research object dataset :
• G01: Create a research object-based dataset
– G01.1: Download research resources
– G01.2: Convert the resources to research objects
– G01.3: Store the research objects
Then, to compare the research objects:
• G02: Create a model that describes, as accurately as possible, the re-
search objects
– G02.1: Analyze the differences between descriptive, discriminative and gen-
erative models and select one of them
– G02.2: Create a representation of research objects for the selected model
– G02.3: Prepare an automatic procedure to increase the accuracy of the model
• G03: Define a similarity measure between research objects based on that
model
– G03.1: Define the most representative parts of a research object
– G03.2: Create a similarity measure based on these parts
• G04: Compare all research objects using the similarity measure
– G04.1: Implement the similarity measure in a scalable way
– G04.2: Create a matrix with the similarity measures of all research objects
Finally, to make recommendations to provide better support to the research process:
• G05: Suggest research objects
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• G06: Suggest research topics
• G07: Suggest collaborations
3.3 Contribution of the Thesis
Trying to reach these goals, we have developed the following contributions:
• Contribution 1: ”OAI-PMH/RSS Hoarder and Harvester”: It responds
to the specific goals: G01.1, G01.2 and G01.3.
• Contribution 2: ”LDA configuration using evolutionary multi-objective
optimization”: It responds to the specific goal: G02.3.
• Contribution 3: ”Research Object Representation”: It responds to the
specific goals: G02.1, G02.2.
• Contribution 4: ”Research Object Similarity Measure”: It responds to the
specific goals: G03.1, G03.2, G04.1 and G04.2.
• Contribution 5: ”Design of Research Object-based recommendations”:
It responds to the specific goals: G05, G06 and G07.

Chapter 4
Contribution 1: OAI-PMH/RSS
Hoarder and Harvester
As mentioned in Section 2, we have developed a hoarder application [11] and a harvester
application [8] that issues OAI-PMH [53] requests to providers to collect both metadata
and resources and build research objects from them. In short, for each record listed
in the OAI-PMH Data Repository (or RSS site), the OAI-PMH/RSS Hoarder creates
one metadata file based on the DC-Terms used to describe the resource and downloads
the related content, usually as a pdf or a doc file for publications or as a txt when an
external file does not exist, e.g. rss news. After that, the Harvester application combines
both informations to create a data structure based on the research object model to be
managed by the RESSIST system (Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1: Building process of Research Objects from OAI-PMH resources
4.1 DCMI Terms Usage
Before creating these applications, we developed a lightweight hoarder application [9]
that checks metadata (no resource download) from repositories listed in the OAI registry
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(a) All (b) Except ’oai.repec’
Figure 4.2: Number of publications by data provider
[52] by requesting ListRecords with an updated resumption token. Then, it creates a
csv file for each repository recording how many times any of DCMI terms previously
mentioned, such as identifier, publisher, subject, creator, title, etc, is encoded as a URI,
as a TEXT or as a DATE for each publication. The followed criteria to classify the
value of a term is really simple: a term will be classified as a DATE when it is presented
according to ISO-8601, as a URI when it complies with the RFC-2396 normative, and
as a TEXT for the rest of cases.
After that, we have analyzed these files obtaining the following conclusions:
1. Down Servers: Among the 2.656 repositories registered on the openarchives.org
website, only 1.710 were available and among them, only 1.085 were operative. So,
only 40% of registered repositories are currently valid to be harvested.
2. Unbalanced Size : There are providers with less than 50 publications such as
the Annals of National Academy of Medical Sciences Repository (India) (43 pub-
lications) or the Pediatric Neurology Briefs Repository (21 publications). Others
with more than 150.000 publications such as the National Library of Australia
Digital Object Repository (178.445 publications) or even more than 300.000 such
as the OAI-PMH gateway for Research Papers in Economics (oai.repec) (365.419
publications)(Figure 4.2).
3. Proprietary Date Format : Trying to discover what is the oldest and the newest
publication for each provider we discovered that the format used to present dates
is different between providers and even from the recommendations of DCMI [23].
According to DCMI, the recommended best practice is to use the W3CDTF profile
of ISO 8601, unfortunately this recommendation sometimes is not followed.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of data providers by the term encoding scheme used
4. Terms Encoding : For each term we have calculated all permutations according
to the encode scheme used, i.e DATE, URI and/or TEXT. Table 4.1 and figure
4.3 show rates of providers using one of the following schemas: D when it is only
encoded as DATE; T when its is only encoded as TEXT; U when it is only encoded
as URI; TD when it is encoded both as TEXT and/or as DATE; UT when it is
encoded both as TEXT and/or URI; UD when it is encoded both as DATE and/or
URI; UTD when it is encoded both as URI and/or DATE and/or TEXT.
As can be seen, diversity is the word that best represents how terms are used in
the OAI-PMH data providers. As could be expected, date is usually encoded as
a DATE but sometimes (25.73%) also appear as a URI or as a TEXT. In our
opinion, this is not strictly truth. A more detailed analysis showed that this ratio
reflects records including the label dc:date empty.
The most frequent schema used by providers to encode the DCMI terms is TEXT,
except to represent an identifier, which is usually encoded as URI, and date, as
before mentioned encoded as DATE. It might be thought that this behaviour is
the same to express relations, however it is also encoded (many times) as TEXT.
It should also be highlighted that source, rights, publishers and subjects, although
rarely, appear encoded as URI. We think that this behaviour should be much more
extensive to handle correctly references to these entities. However, description,
which is defined as an abstract, a table of contents, a graphical representation,
or a free-text account of the resource, also appears encoded as URI and, in our
opinion, it should be only encoded as TEXT.
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Term D T T+D U U+D U+T U+T+D
source 0% 93.19% 0% 1.83% 0% 4.96% 0%
publisher 0% 95.77% 0.09% 0% 0% 4.13% 0%
rights 0% 79.87% 0.09% 2.84% 0% 17.18% 0%
description 0% 84.65% 0% 0% 0% 15.34% 0%
identifier 0% 2.02% 0% 42.73% 0% 55.23% 0%
coverage 0% 99.54% 0% 0% 0% 0.45% 0%
format 0% 99.54% 0% 0% 0% 0.45% 0%
language 0% 99.90% 0% 0% 0% 0.09% 0%
subject 0% 98.34% 0% 0% 0% 1.65% 0%
contributor 0% 99.72% 0% 0% 0% 0.27% 0%
creator 0% 99.90% 0% 0% 0% 0.09% 0%
relation 0% 41.45% 0% 35.56% 0% 22.97% 0%
date 74.17% 0% 0.09% 0% 0% 0% 25.73%
title 0% 99.26% 0% 0% 0% 0.73% 0%
type 0% 99.81% 0% 0.09% 0% 0.09% 0%
Table 4.1: Rate of providers by encoding schema (Date, Text, Uri) used for DCMI
terms
5. Terms Frequency : Also, we have counted how many times a term appears in
the same record of a publication. Grouping this information by data provider and
calculating the rate of them that present one of these behaviours: never, one or
more than one, we have built table 4.2.
Figure 4.4: Distribution of data providers by the term frequency used
As shown in that table, and in Figure 4.4, the least frequently used terms are cov-
erage, contributor, relation and rights. This may show two points of view: research
resources are usually isolated (neither contributors from other areas nor relation
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to other research resources), or research resources published without enough in-
formation such as rights (privileges) or coverage (spatial or temporal topic). In
contrast, the most frequently used terms are title, identifier and date. This was to
be expected because it is the minimum information to describe a resource.
It is interesting that the publisher term was not the highest value. Some years ago
a research need a publisher to be published, but nowadays it could be distributed
independently. This pattern is reflected in the rate of providers that always include
that term.
Other interesting tendency is showed by the high value of providers that include
more than one type. Although this value is not always included, it usually appears
more than one time reflecting the multi-format of the resource.
Curiously, there are providers that, at least once, have published resources with
more than one title, or more than one description, or even more than one subject.
The reason is because the base language is different to english and it appears
translated to english as the Listing 4.1 shows:
1 <metadata>
2 <dc>
3 <d c : t i t l e xml : lang=”de−DE”>Urbanitat nach exklusivem Rezept . Die Ausdeutung des
Stadt i s chen durch hochp r e i s i g e Immobi l i enpro jekte in Ber l i n und Los Angeles</
d c : t i t l e>
4 <d c : t i t l e xml : lang=”en−US”>Urbanity According to an Exc lus ive Rec ipe : The
I n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f the Urban through Upscale Real Estate Pro j e c t s in Ber l i n and Los
Angeles</ d c : t i t l e>
5 <d c : s u b j e c t xml : lang=”de−DE”>Geographie ; P o l i t i s c h e Okonomie ; Stadtplanung ;
S o z i o l o g i e</ d c : s u b j e c t>
6 <d c : s u b j e c t xml : lang=”de−DE”>G e n t r i f i z i e r u n g ; Urbanitat ; Diskurs ; L e b e n s s t i l</
d c : s u b j e c t>
7 <d c : s u b j e c t xml : lang=”en−US”></ d c : s u b j e c t>
8 <d c : s u b j e c t xml : lang=”en−US”>G e n t r i f i c a t i o n ; Urbanity ; Discourse ; L i f e s t y l e</
d c : s u b j e c t>
9 . . .
10 </dc>
11 </metadata>
Listing 4.1: Record with more than one title
6. Terms Ambiguity : The meaning of a term given by a provider may be different
from another. For example, some providers consider the url to download the
resource (usually pdf file) encoded in the term relation, e.g oa.upm.es. However,
others include that information in the term identifier, e.g. eprints.ucm.es, and
others do not even include directly that url, but they include the url of a web page
where you can read and download that resource, e.g sciencepubco. That is just an
example of how this heterogeneity can make developing an unified client difficult.
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Term Never One More
source 45.54% 28.81% 26.29%
publisher 20.50% 73.17% 6.33%
rights 52.27% 41.24% 7.20%
description 21.61% 63.71% 14.78%
identifier 0.84% 83.80% 26.30%
coverage 88.88% 4.66% 6.41%
format 30.63% 59.42% 9.90%
language 25.85% 72.11% 2.02%
subject 28.69% 24.09% 47.23%
contributor 59.80% 30.92% 9.25%
creator 7.14% 57.10% 35.72%
relation 49.34% 40.66% 10.78%
date 1.74% 83.36% 15.24%
title 0.14% 87.97% 11.84%
type 5.58% 45.68% 48.70%
Table 4.2: Rate of providers by times that DCMI terms appear
4.2 Hoarder
Taking into account these considerations, we designed a flexible enough OAI-PMH/RSS
Hoarder client [11] to correctly handle these particularities. In the scope of this the-
sis, we have considered as source of information both OAI-PMH Data Providers, e.g.
openarchives.org and RSS Sites, e.g. rss.slashdot.org. The inherent idea is to force the
application to handle different protocol specifications based on common steps typical for
data providers. Both RSS and OAI-PMH providers should publish the meta-information
using dublin-core terms and also publish it in a passive way, i.e. waiting for a previ-
ous request defining a temporal window to list all the available resources. However,
OAI-PMH Data Providers usually publish related files (pdf, doc, etc) that have to be
downloaded separately from the meta-information, while RSS Sites always include the
content and the meta-information in the same resource.
Taking into account these features, the first step was to choose an integration framework
that enabled us to represent these differences and to reuse the common actions. In Java
there are mainly three frameworks: Spring-Integration [67], Mule-Enterprise Service
Bus (Mule-ESB) [51] and Apache Camel [4] with these features. All these solutions are
known to implement the well-known Enterprise Integration Patterns (EIP) [32] offering
a standardized domain-specific language to integrate applications and a set of adapters
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to support integration with common external services such as FTP, WS-REST, AMQP
services and so on.
Taking into account that they all are open-source and they have special features such as
error handling, transactions, multi-threading, scalability and monitoring, and so on, the
really discriminative aspects between them are the number of supported technologies,
the domain-specified language (DSL) used and the facilities to create new adapters. In
fact, our hoarder has to communicate with OAI-PMH providers, so we need to develop
a new OAI-PMH adapter. For this reason, the procedure to create new adapters is a key
feature for us, as well as having a large number of existing components easy-to-integrate
with other frameworks. Finally, we decided to use Apache Camel [4] as our integration
framework to defines routes and workflows.
4.2.1 OAI-PMH Camel Component
A new camel component for polling OAI-PMH Data Providers [10] was developed to
implement the OAI-PMH Protocol described in Section 2. It allows to create Camel
routes with an OAI-PMH Provider as source and also converts from OAIPMHType
to XML format (marshal) or from XML to OAIPMHType format (unmarshal) using
the OAI-PMH XML Schema definition [OpenArchive]. The purpose of this feature
is to make it possible to use Camel’s built-in expressions for manipulating OAI-PMH
messages. As shown below, an XPath (XML Path Language) [70] expression can also
be used to filter the OAI-PMH message::
1 from ( ”oaipmh: //oa .upm. es / pe r l / oa i2 ? delay =60000” ) . unmarshal ( ) . jaxb ( ” es .upm. oeg . camel . oaipmh .
model” ) . f i l t e r ( ) . xpath ( ”// item/ reques t / s e t [ conta ins ( . , ’ phys ics ’ ) ] ” ) . to ( ” mock : r e su l t ” ) ;
Listing 4.2: Camel route for polling the UPM OAI-PMH Data Provider
We have defined some options to customize the behaviour of this component:
• delay: Delay in milliseconds between each poll.
• initialDelay: Milliseconds before polling starts.
• userFixedDelay: Set to true to use fixed delay between pools, otherwise fixed
rate is used.
• verb: OAI-PMH command such as ListRecords, ListIdentifiers, Identify..
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• metadataPrefix: Specifies the metadataPrefix of the format that should be in-
cluded in the metadata part of the returned records.
• from: Specifies a lower bound for datestamp-based selective harvesting. UTC
DateTime value. After first request, this value is updated to current time if no
upper bound is defined
• until: Specifies an upper bound for datestamp-based selective harvesting. UTC
DateTime value.
4.2.2 Camel Routes
Once the OAI-PMH Camel component has been developed, it can be used from a camel
route to request the list of records to a Data Provider. After that, we need to under-
stand the obtained record to handle the values of the terms and download the related
resource/s. As mentioned before, it has to handle term ambiguity and multi-encoding
into the same protocol (RSS or OAI-PMH), so it should be adaptable enough for each
DC term used. Usually, the exchanged information is encoded as XML, so we also in-
corporated XML Path Language (XPATH) [70] here to adapt the expressions to read
the term values in our routes to handle the heterogeneity showed before. In future cases
where JSON will be the encoding used by servers, we will use JSONPATH instead of
XPATH to define these expressions.
A new route should be created for each new data provider handled. So, we designed
a wrapper for Camel context using the Groovy language [21], to facilitate the way to
create/modify OAI-PMH and RSS routes. It allows route definition using a Java style,
i.e. using the Camel Domain Specific Language (DSL) directly for creating EIP or
routes in a fluent builder style. To reduce the url definitions, we included the following
namespaces in the root context:
• oai: ”http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/”
• dc: ”http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/”
• provenance: ”http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/provenance”
• oai dc: ”http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai dc”
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• rss: ”http://purl.org/rss/1.0/”
Thus, a route for polling an OAI-PMH data provider, create a metadata file for each
record and download the related files is:
1 from ( ”oaipmh: //oa .upm. es / pe r l / oa i2 ? i n i t i a l D e l a y =1000&delay =60000” ) .
2 setProperty (SOURCE NAME, constant ( ”upm” ) ) .
3 setProperty (SOURCE URL, constant ( ” h t tp : //oa .upm. es / pe r l / oa i2 ” ) ) .
4 to ( ”direct:setCommonOaipmhXpathExpressions” ) .
5 setProperty (PUBLICATION URL, xpath ( ”// oai :metadata / o a i : d c / d c : r e l a t i o n / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s )
. namespaces ( ns ) ) .
6 to ( ” d i rect : ret r i eveByHttpAndSave ” )
Listing 4.3: OAI-PMH hoarder route for the UPM website
The same for a RSS site:
1 from ( ” r s s : h t t p : // r s s . s l a shdot . org / Slashdot / s l a shdot ?” +
2 ” s p l i t E n t r i e s=true&consumer . i n i t i a l D e l a y =1000&consumer . de lay =2000” +
3 ”&feedHeader=f a l s e&f i l t e r=true ” ) . marshal ( ) . r s s ( ) .
4 se tProperty (SOURCE NAME, constant ( ” s l a shdot ” ) ) .
5 setProperty (SOURCE URL, constant ( ” h t tp : // r s s . s l a shdot . org / Slashdot / s l a shdot ” ) ) .
6 to ( ” direct:setCommonRssXpathExpressions ” ) .
7 to ( ” d i rect : ret r i eveByHttpAndSave ” )
Listing 4.4: RSS hoarder route for the Slashdot website
In these cases, some common routes, i.e. set of actions, have been used to encapsulate
groups of operations such as direct:setCommonOaipmhXpathExpressions,
direct:setCommonRssXpathExpressions and direct:retrieveByHttpAndSave.
A camel route defines flows of works starting in a from point and deriving to one or
more output flows (to). These common flows define common actions grouped in a same
starting point (from).
In such a way, direct:setCommonOaipmhXpathExpressions defines the set of expres-
sions, usually XPATH expressions, to extract the values of the Dublin-Core terms from
an OAI-PMH record as follows:
1 from ( ”direct:setCommonOaipmhXpathExpressions” ) .
2 setProperty (SOURCE PROTOCOL,
3 constant ( ”oaipmh” ) ) .
4 setProperty (SOURCE URI,
5 s imple ( ” h t tp : //www. epnoi . org /oaipmh/${ property . ” + SOURCE NAME + ”}” ) ) .
6 setProperty (PUBLICATION TITLE,
7 xpath ( ”// oai :metadata / o a i : d c / d c : t i t l e / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
8 se tProperty (PUBLICATION DESCRIPTION,
9 xpath ( ”// oai :metadata / o a i : d c / d c : d e s c r i p t i o n / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
10 setProperty (PUBLICATION PUBLISHED,
11 xpath ( ”// oa i : h eade r / oa i :datestamp / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
12 setProperty (PUBLICATION URI,
13 xpath ( ”// oa i : h eade r / o a i : i d e n t i f i e r / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
14 setProperty (PUBLICATION URL,
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15 xpath ( ”// oai :metadata / o a i : d c / d c : i d e n t i f i e r / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
16 setProperty (PUBLICATION LANGUAGE,
17 xpath ( ”// oai :metadata / o a i : d c / dc : language / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
18 setProperty (PUBLICATION RIGHTS,
19 xpath ( ”// oai :metadata / o a i : d c / d c : r i g h t s / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
20 setProperty (PUBLICATION CREATORS,
21 xpath ( ” s t r ing−j o i n (// oai :metadata / o a i : d c / d c : c r e a t o r / text ( ) ,\” ;\ ” ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) .
namespaces ( ns ) ) .
22 setProperty (PUBLICATION FORMAT,
23 xpath ( ” subst r ing−a f t e r (// oai :metadata / o a i : d c / dc : format / text ( ) ,\”/\” ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) .
namespaces ( ns ) ) .
24 setProperty (PUBLICATION METADATA FORMAT,
25 constant ( ”xml” ) ) .
26 to ( d i r e c t : avo idDe l e t edMes sage s ) ;
Listing 4.5: variable expressions to understand OAI-PMH terms
Some of them can be modified for a specific data provider, for instance for oa.upm.es data
provider the PUBLICATION URL variable requires a specific expression so it is overriden
later as showed in Listing 4.3.
In a similar way, the RSS data provider requires a common
direct:setCommonRssXpathExpressions as follows:
1 from ( ” direct:setCommonRssXpathExpressions ” ) .
2 setProperty (SOURCE PROTOCOL,
3 constant ( ” r s s ” ) ) .
4 se tProperty (SOURCE URI,
5 s imple ( ” h t tp : //www. epnoi . org / r s s /${ property . ”+SOURCE NAME+”}” ) ) .
6 setProperty (PUBLICATION TITLE,
7 xpath ( ”// r s s : i t e m / r s s : t i t l e / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
8 se tProperty (PUBLICATION DESCRIPTION,
9 xpath ( ”// r s s : i t e m / r s s : d e s c r i p t i o n / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
10 setProperty (PUBLICATION PUBLISHED,
11 xpath ( ”// r s s : i t e m / dc :date / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
12 setProperty (PUBLICATION URI,
13 xpath ( ”// r s s : i t e m / r s s : l i n k / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
14 setProperty (PUBLICATION URL,
15 xpath ( ”// r s s : i t e m / r s s : l i n k / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
16 setProperty (PUBLICATION LANGUAGE,
17 xpath ( ”// r s s : c h a n n e l / dc : language / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
18 setProperty (PUBLICATION RIGHTS,
19 xpath ( ”// r s s : c h a n n e l / d c : r i g h t s / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
20 setProperty (PUBLICATION CREATORS,
21 xpath ( ” s t r ing−j o i n (// r s s : c h a n n e l / d c : c r e a t o r / text ( ) ,\” ;\ ” ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
22 setProperty (PUBLICATION FORMAT,
23 constant ( ”htm” ) ) .
24 setProperty (PUBLICATION METADATA FORMAT,
25 constant ( ”xml” ) ) ;
Listing 4.6: variable expressions to understand RSS terms
In addition, other common flows have been developed such as direct:avoidDeleted, di-
rect:saveToFile, direct:downloadByHttp and direct:downloadByHttpAndSave to be reused
from high-level routes such as direct:setCommonRssXpathExpressions or
direct:setCommonOaipmhXpathExpressions.
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4.2.2.1 direct:avoidDeleted
This route avoids to process an OAI-PMH record when it has been removed. In these
cases, according to the protocol definition, the XML includes the attribute status equals
to deleted in the header of the record:
1 from ( ” d i r e c t : avo idDe l e t edMes sage s ” ) .
2 cho i c e ( ) .
3 when ( ) . xpath ( ”// oa i : h eade r [ @status=\” de l e t ed \” ] ” , S t r ing . c l a s s , ns ) . stop ( ) .
4 end ( ) ;
Listing 4.7: camel route to avoid processing OAI-PMH deleted records
4.2.2.2 direct:saveToFile
This route creates a file, reusing the existing file Camel component, in a path based on
some properties such as SOURCE PROTOCOL and SOURCE NAME with the content
received in the route. Camel defines a Body and a Header for all its internal messages,
so in this case, the Body of the message (serialized as XML) will be written in a file.
This route is used to create both the metadata and the related files:
1 from ( ” d i r e c t : s a v e T o F i l e ” ) .
2 setHeader (ARGUMENT PATH, s imple ( ”${ property . ” + SOURCE PROTOCOL + ”}/${ property . ” +
SOURCE NAME + ”}/${ property ” + PUBLICATION PUBLISHED DATE + ”}/${ header . ” + ARGUMENTNAME
+ ”}” ) ) .
3 log ( LoggingLevel . INFO,LOG, ” F i l e Saved: ’${ header . ”+ARGUMENT PATH+”} ’ ” ) .
4 to ( ” f i l e : ”+based i r+”/? f i leName=${header . ”+ARGUMENT PATH+”}” ) ;
Listing 4.8: camel route to save a file
4.2.2.3 direct:downloadByHttp
This route downloads a web resource from the URL defined in the property ARGU-
MENT PATH. This external resource will be serialized as XML in the Body of the
internal Camel message. As showed above, it uses the existing http camel component
to connect and download the remote resource. This route is used to obtain the related
files of an OAI-PMH record:
1 from ( ” direct :downloadByHttp ” ) .
2 // F i l t e r r e s ou r c e s with a v a i l a b l e u r l
3 f i l t e r ( header (ARGUMENT PATH) . isNotEqualTo ( ”” ) ) .
4 setHeader ( Exchange .HTTP METHOD, constant ( ”GET” ) ) .
5 setHeader ( Exchange .HTTP URI, s imple ( ”${header . ” + ARGUMENT PATH + ”}” ) ) .
6 to ( ” h t tp : //dummyhost? throwExceptionOnFailure=f a l s e ” ) ;
Listing 4.9: camel route to download a web resource
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4.2.2.4 direct:retrieveByHttpAndSave
This route combines the previous routes to save both the metadata and the related files
from an OAI-PMH record or a RSS new:
1 from ( ” direct : ret r i eveByHttpAndSave ” ) .
2 proce s s ( timeClock ) .
3 proce s s ( uuidGenerator ) .
4 setHeader (ARGUMENT NAME,
5 s imple ( ”${ property . ”+PUBLICATION UUID+” } . ”+”${ property . ”+PUBLICATION METADATA FORMAT+”}” ) )
.
6 to ( ” d i r e c t : s a v e T o F i l e ” ) .
7 setHeader (ARGUMENT PATH,
8 s imple ( ”${ property . ”+PUBLICATION URL+”}” ) ) .
9 to ( ” direct :downloadByHttp ” ) .
10 setHeader (ARGUMENT NAME,
11 s imple ( ”${ property . ”+PUBLICATION UUID+” } . ”+”${ property . ”+PUBLICATION FORMAT+”}” ) ) .
12 to ( ” d i r e c t : s a v e T o F i l e ” ) .
13 setProperty (PUBLICATION URL LOCAL,
14 s imple ( ”${header . ” + ARGUMENT PATH + ”}” ) ) ;
Listing 4.10: camel route to save both the metadata and the related files
4.2.3 Evaluation
In this section, a real use case is presented to retrieve resources from a set of OAI-
PMH data providers listed in the OpenArchive website [52]. Our Hoarder [11] is a
Java application wrapped with Java Service Wrapper (JSW) to easily be executed as a
service in any operating system. For this evaluation, a MacOSX environment (Yosemite
10.10.3) was setup in an Intel Core i7 2,3Ghz (x8) with 16 GB of memory.
The following three steps detail how to create a new route in the application to check
and extract content from a data provider:
1. First, obtain the base URL and the ID of the repository from the registration list
supported by OpenArchives [52].
2. After that, perform a listOfRecords request to the OAI-PMH service of the repos-
itory to check how and where the url to download the related resource appears
in the records. It may appear in the relation section or in the identifier section,
or even it may appear referencing an online viewer instead of a downloadable re-
source, requiring to be modified to download the resource. In future versions, this
manual step will be omitted because it will be automatically performed.
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3. Finally, create a workflow expressed as a Camel [4] route including the base URL,
the OAI ID and the XPATH expressions to adapt the extraction of values to the
particularities of the provider.
Thus, trying to compose a varied research corpus, we decided to include some OAI-
PMH data providers published by Innovare Journal [40] oriented to different research
areas such as Agricultural Science (IJAGS), Business Management (IJBM), Education
(IJOE), Ayurvedic Science (IJAS), Engineering and Technology (IJET), Health Science
(IJHS), Life Science (IJLS), Medical Science (IJMS), Social Science (IJSS) and Science
(IJS). In all these services, the url to download the related resource (usually a pdf file)
references to an online viewer instead of the file, so the route added to our hoarder
application should include an expression that composes a valid url pointing directly to
the resource from the url pointing to the viewer.
For example, once we have obtained the url and the id of the Innovare Journal of
Agricultural Science repository from the OpenArchives website, we check the records
returned by the OAI service after request a listOfRecords. The following piece of code
show one of them:
http://innovareacademics.in/journals/index.php/ijags/oai?verb=ListRecords&
metadataPrefix=oai_dc:
1 <record>
2 <header>
3 < i d e n t i f i e r>o a i : o j s . innovareacademics . i n : a r t i c l e /4366</ i d e n t i f i e r>
4 <datestamp>2015−05−14T14:56:00Z</datestamp>
5 <setSpec> i j a g s : R e s</ setSpec>
6 </ header>
7 <metadata>
8 <o a i d c : d c
9 xmlns :oa i dc=” ht tp : //www. openarch ives . org /OAI/2.0/ oa i dc /”
10 xmlns:dc=” ht tp : // pur l . org /dc/ elements /1 .1/ ”
11 xmlns :x s i=” ht tp : //www. w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema−i n s tance ”
12 xs i : s chemaLocat ion=” ht tp : //www. openarch ives . org /OAI/2.0/ oa i dc /
13 ht tp : //www. openarch ives . org /OAI/2.0/ oa i dc . xsd”>
14 <d c : t i t l e xml : lang=”en−US”>Optimizat ion o f I r r i g a t i o n and F e r t i l i z e r f o r Sweet
Corn ( Zea mays L . var . saccharata Sturt ) under Climate Change Condit ions</ d c : t i t l e>
15 <d c : c r e a t o r>Mathukia , R. K. ; Assoc ia te Research S c i e n t i s t , Department o f Agronomy ,
Co l l ege o f Agr i cu l ture , Junagadh A gr i cu l t u r a l Univers i ty , Junagadh−362001 ( Gujarat )</
d c : c r e a t o r>
16 <d c : d e s c r i p t i o n xml : lang=”en−US”>A f i e l d experiment was conducted . . .</
d c : d e s c r i p t i o n>
17 <d c : p u b l i s h e r xml : lang=”en−US”>Innovare Journal o f Ag r i c u l t u r a l Sc i ence s</
d c : p u b l i s h e r>
18 <dc : c on t r i bu t o r xml : lang=”en−US”>Junagadh A gr i cu l t u r a l Un ive r s i ty</ dc : c on t r i bu t o r>
19 <dc :date>2015−01−14</ dc :date>
20 <dc : type>i n f o : eu−repo / semant ics / a r t i c l e</ dc : type>
21 <dc : type>i n f o : eu−repo / semant ics / publ i shedVers ion</ dc : type>
22 <dc : type xml : lang=”en−US”></ dc : type>
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23 <dc : format>a p p l i c a t i o n / pdf</ dc : format>
24 <d c : i d e n t i f i e r>ht tp : // innovareacademics . in / j o u r n a l s / index . php/ i j a g s / a r t i c l e /view
/4366</ d c : i d e n t i f i e r>
25 <dc : s ou r c e xml : lang=”en−US”>Innovare Journal o f Ag r i c u l t u r a l Sc i ence s ; Vol 3 I s su e
1 2015 ( January − March )</ dc : s ou r c e>
26 <dc : s ou r c e>2321−6832</ dc : s ou r c e>
27 <dc : language>eng</ dc : language>
28 <d c : r e l a t i o n>ht tp : // innovareacademics . in / j o u r n a l s / index . php/ i j a g s / a r t i c l e /view
/4366/1876</ d c : r e l a t i o n>
29 </ o a i d c : d c>
30 </metadata>
31 </ record>
Listing 4.11: OAI-PMH record from the IJAGS repository
The url to download the related resource appears in the dc:identifier section and it is
pointing to an online viewer instead of the file. So we need to create a XPATH expression
to compose the valid url. In this case it is not really complex because replacing view by
download in the url is enough to download the resource, so the workflow created in our
Hoarder is as follows::
1 from ( ”oaipmh: // innovareacademics . in / j o u r n a l s / index . php/ i j a g s / oa i ?
2 i n i t i a l D e l a y =1000&delay =60000” ) .
3 setProperty (SOURCE NAME, constant ( ” i j a g s ” ) ) .
4 se tProperty (SOURCE URL, constant ( ” h t tp : // innovareacademics . in / j o u r n a l s / index . php/ i j a g s / oa i
” ) ) .
5 to ( ”direct:setCommonOaipmhXpathExpressions” ) .
6 setProperty (PUBLICATION URL,
7 xpath ( ” r ep l a c e ( subst r ing−be fo r e ( concat ( s t r ing−j o i n (// oai :metadata / o a i : d c / d c : r e l a t i o n /
text ( ) ,\” ;\ ” ) ,\” ;\ ” ) ,\” ;\ ” ) ,\”view\” ,\”download\” ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
8 to ( ” d i rect : ret r i eveByHttpAndSave ” )
Listing 4.12: camel route to extract resources from the IJAGS repository
As showed in the code, some XPATH operations such as substring-before, concat and
string-join have been used to compose an url that allow hoarder to download the re-
lated resource from the OAI-PMH metadata. Depending on the type of repository, this
expression can be more or less complex.
More than 200 resources were downloaded from these 10 data providers, 100 of them
were selected to create our research corpus taking 10 resources from each provider. The
list of these resources is detailed in Appendix D.
4.3 Harvester
As showed in figure 4.1, the harvester application [8] creates research objects from both
metadata and related files previously downloaded by the hoarder client. This application
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was developed using Camel to define the harvesting flows.
Now, the goal is to build research objects containing both meta-information and list
of words extracted from the content of the resource or resources. The Apache PDF
parser (PDFTextStripper) was used to extract the text from the pdf files along with the
Lucene classifier to obtain the bag-of-words from a resource file. After that, a JSON
parser (GSON ) was required to create the related research object in a predefined JSON
scheme. Actually, it includes the following information:
• uri: global identifier of the resource.
• url: local path to the file containing the resource or the resources. It may be a pdf
file, i.e. research object composed by only one resource, or a zip file, i.e. research
object containing several resources.
• source: some details about the data provider where the resources were downloaded
such as name, uri, url and protocol, e.g oaipmh or rss.
• meta-information: some extra information about the resource such as title,
publish date, format, language, rights and description. It also contains the list of
authors, described by the name, the surname and a URI.
• bagOfWords: list of word stems generated from the content of related resources,
e.g. pdf files. For non textual resources, the annotated information is used.
• resources: list of other nested research objects.
The Harvester application consumes files from a folder where the Hoarder application
drops them directly, in real time. It is possible using the doneFileName option included
in Camel that extends the limited functionality defined in the File IO Api of JDK. Thus,
in a continuous flow of work, the Hoarder downloads resources and meta-information
from data providers to a shared folder where the Harvester takes them and generates
research objects from them to other shared folder to be processed by RESSIST (Figure
4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Workflow architecture
4.3.1 Evaluation
Using the resources previously downloaded by the Hoarder application, the Harvester
application creates research objects based on them.
For example, the Hoarder application has downloaded the following meta-information
(XML file) along with the publication (pdf file):
1 <?xml ve r s i on=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8” standalone=” yes ”?>
2 <OAI−PMH xmlns=” ht tp : //www. openarch ives . org /OAI/2.0/ ” xmlns:provenance=” ht tp : //www.
openarch ives . org /OAI/2.0/ provenance ” xmlns :oa i dc=” ht tp : //www. openarch ives . org /OAI/2.0/
oa i dc /” xmlns:dc=” ht tp : // pur l . org /dc/ elements /1 .1/ ”>
3 <responseDate>2015−06−23T08:34:48Z</ responseDate>
4 <r eques t verb=” ListRecords ” metadataPref ix=” oa i dc ”>ht tp : // innovareacademics . in / j o u r n a l s /
index . php/ i j s s / oa i</ reques t>
5 <ListRecords>
6 <record>
7 <header>
8 < i d e n t i f i e r>o a i : o j s . innovareacademics . i n : a r t i c l e /1185</ i d e n t i f i e r>
9 <datestamp>2014−07−11T16:00:21Z</datestamp>
10 <setSpec>i jss :ART</ setSpec>
11 </ header>
12 <metadata>
13 <dc>
14 <d c : t i t l e xml : lang=”en−US”>PRELIMINARY STUDY ON THE USE OF SOUND AND
ACOUSTICS IN IGBO CULTURAL COMMUNICATION</ d c : t i t l e>
15 <d c : c r e a t o r>Ahamefula , Ndubuisi Ogbonna ; Department o f L i n g u i s t i c s , Igbo
and Other Niger ian Languages , Un ive r s i ty o f Niger ia , Nsukka
16 Acous t i ca l Soc i e ty o f N ige r i a
17 L i n g u i s t i c As soc i a t i on o f N ige r i a
18 Igbo Stud ie s As soc i a t i on
19 West Afr i can L i n g u i s t i c Soc i e ty
20 The L ingu i s t L i s t</ d c : c r e a t o r>
21 <d c : c r e a t o r>Okoye , Chinenye L .</ d c : c r e a t o r>
22 <d c : c r e a t o r>Onwuegbuchunam , Marce l lus O.</ d c : c r e a t o r>
23 <d c : c r e a t o r>Uzoigwe , Benita C.</ d c : c r e a t o r>
24 <d c : c r e a t o r>Nneji , Ogechukwu M.</ d c : c r e a t o r>
25 <d c : d e s c r i p t i o n xml : lang=”en−US”>Language had been a v e r i t a b l e t o o l f o r
communication among . . .</ d c : d e s c r i p t i o n>
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26 <d c : p u b l i s h e r xml : lang=”en−US”>Innovare Journal o f S o c i a l Sc i ence s</
d c : p u b l i s h e r>
27 <dc : c on t r i bu t o r xml : lang=”en−US”></ dc : c on t r i bu t o r>
28 <dc :date>2014−07−01</ dc :date>
29 <dc : type>i n f o : eu−repo / semant ics / a r t i c l e</ dc : type>
30 <dc : type>i n f o : eu−repo / semant ics / publ i shedVers ion</ dc : type>
31 <dc : type xml : lang=”en−US”>Peer−reviewed A r t i c l e</ dc : type>
32 <dc : format>a p p l i c a t i o n / pdf</ dc : format>
33 <d c : i d e n t i f i e r>ht tp : // innovareacademics . in / j o u r n a l s / index . php/ i j s s / a r t i c l e
/view /1185</ d c : i d e n t i f i e r>
34 <dc : s ou r c e xml : lang=”en−US”>Innovare Journal o f S o c i a l Sc i ence s ; Vol 2
I s su e 3 2014 ( July−September )</ dc : s ou r c e>
35 <dc : language>eng</ dc : language>
36 <d c : r e l a t i o n>ht tp : // innovareacademics . in / j o u r n a l s / index . php/ i j s s / a r t i c l e /
view /1185/786</ d c : r e l a t i o n>
37 </dc>
38 </metadata>
39 </ record>
40 </ ListRecords>
41 </OAI−PMH>
Listing 4.13: Metadata file
Then, the Harvester application analyzes both that metadata file (XML) and its content
file (PDF) to compose a json file describing the research object:
1 {
2 ” u r i ” : ” o a i : o j s . innovareacademics . i n : a r t i c l e /1185” ,
3 ” u r l ” : ” f i l e : /// opt/ dr inventor / epnoi−hoarder −1.0.9/ p u b l i c a t i o n s /oaipmh/ i j s s /2014−07−11/
f863 f27c −2451−409 f−8771−c12433d1a4d9 . pdf ” ,
4 ” source ” : {
5 ”name” : ” innovareacademics . in ” ,
6 ” u r i ” : ” h t tp : //www. epnoi . org /oaipmh/ innovareacademics . in / j o u r n a l s / index . php/ i j s s / oa i ” ,
7 ” u r l ” : ” h t tp : // innovareacademics . in / j o u r n a l s / index . php/ i j s s / oa i ” ,
8 ” p ro toco l ” : ”oaipmh”
9 } ,
10 ” metainformation ” : {
11 ” t i t l e ” : ”PRELIMINARY STUDY ON THE USE OF SOUND AND ACOUSTICS IN IGBO CULTURAL
COMMUNICATION” ,
12 ” publ i shed ” : ”2014−07−11T16:00:21Z ” ,
13 ” format ” : ” pdf ” ,
14 ” language ” : ”eng” ,
15 ” r i g h t s ” : ”” ,
16 ” d e s c r i p t i o n ” : ”Language had been a v e r i t a b l e t o o l f o r communication among . . . ” ,
17 ” c r e a t o r s ” : [
18 {
19 ” u r i ” : ” h t tp : // r e s ou r c e s . r e s s i s t . es / author /Ahamefula−Ndubuisi\%20Ogbonna” ,
20 ”name” : ” Ndubuisi Ogbonna” ,
21 ”surname” : ”Ahamefula”
22 } ,
23 {
24 ” u r i ” : ” h t tp : // r e s ou r c e s . r e s s i s t . es / author /Department\%20o f\%20 L i n g u i s t i c s−
Igbo\%20and\%20Other\%20Niger ian\%20Languages” ,
25 ”name” : ” Igbo and Other Niger ian Languages” ,
26 ”surname” : ”Department o f L i n g u i s t i c s ”
27 } ,
28 {
29 ” u r i ” : ” h t tp : // r e s ou r c e s . r e s s i s t . es / author /Okoye−Chinenye\%20\%20L . ” ,
30 ”name” : ”Chinenye L . ” ,
31 ”surname” : ”Okoye”
32 } ,
33 {
34 ” u r i ” : ” h t tp : // r e s ou r c e s . r e s s i s t . es / author /Onwuegbuchunam−Marce l lus\%20O. ” ,
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35 ”name” : ” Marce l lus O. ” ,
36 ”surname” : ”Onwuegbuchunam”
37 } ,
38 {
39 ” u r i ” : ” h t tp : // r e s ou r c e s . r e s s i s t . es / author /Uzoigwe−Benita\%20C. ” ,
40 ”name” : ” Benita C. ” ,
41 ”surname” : ”Uzoigwe”
42 } ,
43 {
44 ” u r i ” : ” h t tp : // r e s ou r c e s . r e s s i s t . es / author / Nneji−Ogechukwu\%20M. ” ,
45 ”name” : ”Ogechukwu M. ” ,
46 ”surname” : ” Nnej i ”
47 }
48 ]
49 } ,
50 ”bagOfWords” : [
51 ”commun” ,
52 ”sound” ,
53 ” cu l tu r ” ,
54 ” instrument ” ,
55 ”music” ,
56 ” other ” ,
57 ”announc” ,
58 ” languag ” ,
59 . . .
60 ]
61 }
Listing 4.14: Research Object as JSON string
As showed before, some unexpected values appear in the research object such as the
author ”Igbo and Other Nigerian Languages” which is really a description of the previous
author ”Ndubuisi Ogbonna” that was included in the same dc:creator section. Maybe
defining a guide of good practices to create meta files using Dublin-Core annotation will
be helpful for this type of posterior analysis.
Finally, the license rights about the publication are not included and the bagOfWords
was created using a stemming process based on Lucene indexing of the pdf file. Future
works will later execute the stemming process over the list of concepts created from the
list of words extracted from the publication file or files.
Chapter 5
Contribution 2: LDA
configuration using evolutionary
multi-objective optimization
As mentioned in Section 2, an LDA model is used to describe the inherent topic dis-
tribution of existing research objects. This model requires some parameters to be built,
and they need to be adjusted to obtain a high quality model.
Since LDA is characterized by Dirichlet distributions of topics and documents, i.e. multi-
variate generalization of the Beta distribution, it is parameterized by two positive shape
parameters, α and β, that appear as exponents of the random variable and control the
shape of the distribution. Moreover, the dimensionality of each Dirichlet distribution
has to be fixed. So the dimensionality value of the Dirichlet distribution of topics is
known and equals to the size of the vocabulary. However, the dimensionality of the
Dirichlet distribution of documents, i.e. number of topics, is assumed to be known and
fixed.
Thus, we need to estimate three parameters: the number of topics (k), the concentration
parameter (α) for the prior placed on documents’ distributions over topics and the
concentration parameter (β) for the prior placed on topics’ distributions over terms .
Some authors [7] have proposed inferences to calculate these parameters, however the
implementation of LDA made by Spark (based on Expectation/Maximization) and used
by RESSIST does not admit these values yet.
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In addition, all parameters are corpus-level parameters, so we need to calculate new
values whenever the corpus changes. From the point of view of efficiency, this operation
is executed in background mode each time a group of resources are added. The size of
that group is defined beforehand.
5.1 Multi-Objective Evolutionary Approach
New values of log-likelihood and log-prior are obtained for each new LDA execution
that measure the goodness of the model. The higher these values are, the better the
model fits. For this reason, having several conflicting objetives, i.e. improvement of one
objective may lead to deterioration of another, and having parameters to estimate (k,
α and β), a Multi-Objetive Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) is used to find the Pareto
optimal solution.
A single solution, which optimizes log-likelihood and log-prior simultaneously does not
exist. Instead, the best trade-off solution called Pareto optimal will be obtained. Taking
into account performance behaviour [76] and to prevent new objectives derived from the
use of the model, the Non-Sorting Genetic Algorithm-III (NSGA-III) [27] is chosen and
the optimization problem is defined as follows:
• Objectives:
– min ‖ log(likelihood)‖
– min ‖ log(prior)‖
• Constraints:
– 5.1 < α < 20.0 : Document Concentration. It represents the distribution
of a document in topics. That is, how specific is a document. The lower
boundary of α (5.1) is greater than the higher boundary of β (5.0) because,
in our opinion, if a term belongs to more than one topic, a document will
contain equal or more number of topics than those contained in the term.
Moreover, we have considered than the number of topics in a document is, at
least, 4 times greater than the topics contained in a term, for that reason the
higher boundary is 20.0 for α and 5.0 for β.
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– 1.0 < β < 5.0 : Topic Concentration. It represents the distribution of a topic
over terms. That is, how a term can belong to several topics. In our opinion,
a term can only belong to no more than 5 topics, because greater values will
create more ambiguous models.
– 0 < k < 2 ∗√p/2 : Number of topics. Usually around the root square of the
half of population (p).
• Crossover: Motivated by the success of binary-coded genetic algorithms in prob-
lems with discrete search space, the operator selected was Simulated Binary Crossover
(SBX) [25] that solves problems having a continuous search space instead of binary.
This operator has a search power similar to that of the single-point crossover. It
was set to 0.9 to facilitate the explorative capacity of the algorithm.
• Mutation: Mutation operators have been utilized extensively in MOEAs as so-
lution variation mechanisms. Mutation operators assist to the better exploration
of the search space [47]. Different approaches have been proposed depending on
the representation used in MOEAs such as binary or real values. In this case,
the operator selected was the Polynomial Mutation operator [26] [28] which allows
big jumps in the search space of the decision variable, escaping from local optima
and modifying a solution when on the boundary. It was set to 1.0 to promote the
explorative analysis.
• Selection: The global best solution is selected by a N-ary Tournament operator.
This operator prefers feasible solutions over infeasible solutions (for constraint han-
dling), non-dominated solutions over dominated solutions (for handling multiple
objetives) and less-crowed solutions over more-crowded solutions (for the mainte-
nance of diversity).
The boundaries of the constraints have been defined, as previously mentioned, according
to the implementation of the LDA algorithm made by Spark. The minimum value of
the parameters, alpha and beta, is defined to 1.0 by default, but they will be different
in our application. Since the beta parameter describes the concentration of topics in
words, we consider only low values (lower than 5.0 and greater than 1.0) trying to get
more representative words for each topic. Defining this range of values, the algorithm
will avoid using the same words to characterize different topics, getting distinguished
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distributions of topics in documents. Moreover, defining high values for the alpha pa-
rameter (between 5.1 and 20.0), the algorithm considers that a document can contain
more than one topic, but these distributions will not be smooth. We are looking for
a characterization that enables us to handle more than one topic in a document, but
also enough differences between the topic distributions of different documents to group
documents that are talking about the same area or in the same way.
The number of topics will be between 1 and an empirical value defined by the root square
of the half of population (p). This approximation is useful to avoid a high exploration
during the learning process focusing on a smaller set of values.
5.2 Evaluation
Trying to measure the learning process, we executed the evolutionary algorithm imple-
mented by the JMetal framework [41] on our corpus previously created by the Hoarder
and the Harvester applications. We used the implementation of LDA developed by
Apache Spark [5] that learns the model using Expectation-Maximization (EM) on the
likelihood function (p(O | µ)). The values of logLikelihood and logPrior are obtained
from that model using the research objects included in the corpus. As aforementioned
in Section 4.2.3 and detailed in Appendix D, the corpus is composed by 100 research
objects balanced over 10 different research areas: Agricultural Science (IJAGS), Busi-
ness Management (IJBM), Education (IJOE), Ayurvedic Science (IJAS), Engineering
and Technology (IJET), Health Science (IJHS), Life Science (IJLS), Medical Science
(IJMS), Social Science (IJSS) and Science (IJS).
A first analysis was to execute the learning process setting a maximum number of ex-
ecutions to 30 and a maximum number of LDA iterations to 20. The rest of values
(topics, alpha and beta) were dynamically obtained by the NSGA-III algorithm trying
to optimize the final values of LogLikelihood and LogPrior. The results are showed in
table 5.1:
Taking into account the constraints of the parameters, the number of topics for this
corpus is limited between [1-14] (for a population of 100 individuals, the 2 ∗√p/2 is
equals to 14) , the alpha value between [5.1-20.0] and the beta value between [1.1-5.1].
Then, according to the results, the value of beta is the most stable, only varying twice
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Test Topics Alpha Beta LogLikelihood LogPrior MaxIters Time(ms)
1 4 9.6 1.1 −392.121, 13 −4, 40 30/20 217.849
2 10 7.9 1.1 −381.553, 12 −10, 70 30/20 277.912
3 6 5.1 1.1 −386.208, 24 −6, 60 30/20 275.010
4 6 6.1 4.1 −418.703, 32 −178, 14 30/20 167.890
5 3 6.1 1.1 −395.317, 26 −3, 36 30/20 310.983
6 11 12.1 1.1 −385.879, 43 −11, 71 30/20 188.025
7 1 13.1 2.1 −411.222, 50 −11, 32 30/20 275.841
8 3 7.1 1.1 −395.034, 58 −3, 37 30/20 364.952
9 8 14.4 1.1 −385.927, 65 −8, 66 30/20 290.385
10 2 7.1 1.1 −400.680, 65 −2, 24 30/20 215.063
Table 5.1: LDA configurations suggested by the NSGA-III algorithm after 30 evalu-
ations of 20 executions
while the value of topics is the most scattered. This behaviour shows that only taking
into account the values of LogLikelihood and LogPrior, a LDA model using 11 topics may
have a similar accuracy to another that uses only 6. It occurs because the concentration
of topics in a document (alpha value) and the concentration of topics in a word (beta
value) are different in both cases. So, for the LDA model that uses 11 topics, the value
of alpha is 12.1 and the value of beta 1.1, while for the model that uses 6 topics, the
value of alpha is equal to 6.1 and the value of beta is 1.1. Reasoning about this, when
the number of topics is low, the concentration of topics in documents is also low, because
the topics in that case are more general than when there are more of them. In these
cases they are more specific.
As expected, the best configuration defines 10 topics, i.e the same number of different
research areas included in the corpus, with a level of concentration of topics in documents
(alpha) equals to 7.9 and a level of concentration of words in topics (beta) equals to 1.1.
All these tests are executed with a maximum number of iterations for NSGA-III equal
to 30 and a maximum number of iterations for LDA equal to 20. Trying to discover
whether the first value, i.e. max iterations for NSGA-III, can affect to the final result
we have executed the same algorithm increasing it to 500. We considered that value
because an evolutionary algorithm needs many executions to explore the population.
The results are showed in the table 5.2.
Now, the best configuration (highest loglikelihood=−380.974, 83) defines 9 topics, 6.7
of alpha concentration and 1.1 of beta concentration. However, the parameters show
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Test Topics Alpha Beta LogLikelihood LogPrior MaxIters Time(ms)
1 2 6.9 1.1 −401.676, 96 −2, 24 500/20 671.791
2 2 6.1 1.3 −402.490, 28 −6, 41 500/20 619.366
3 12 5.4 1.1 −378.598, 41 −12, 7 500/20 781.803
4 9 6.7 1.1 −380.974, 83 −9, 71 500/20 870.969
5 7 6.2 1.1 −387.861, 83 −7, 56 500/20 499.501
Table 5.2: LDA configurations suggested by the NSGA-III algorithm after 500 eval-
uations of 20 executions
Test Topics Alpha Beta LogLikelihood LogPrior MaxIters Time(ms)
1 11 5.3 1.1 −377.300, 52 −11, 74 200/100 1.276.498
2 7 10.9 1.3 −394.008, 71 −21, 36 200/100 1.342.360
3 7 5.1 1.8 −401.114, 06 −54, 60 200/100 1.204.178
4 12 6.1 1.1 −376.704, 06 −12, 72 200/100 1.455.811
5 12 5.9 1.1 −377.411, 04 −12, 76 200/100 1.167.862
Table 5.3: LDA configurations suggested by the NSGA-III algorithm after 200 eval-
uations of 100 executions
the same behaviour than before, being the topics and alpha values the most scattered
values. No improvement was detected increasing only the maximum number of iterations
of NSGA-III, so we decided to increase also the number of iterations of LDA to 100 and
reducing the maximum for NSGA-III to 200. Then, we obtained more accurate results,
as shown in table 5.3.
These results show that the evolutionary algorithm as well as the LDA Model require
a high number of iterations. Now, the values of LogLikelihood are usually better than
before, and the best configuration appears in the case: 12 topics, alpha equals to 5.9
and beta equals to 1.1 to create a model with an accurate equals to −377.411, 04. We
used this configuration for the rest of evaluations.
Note the variability of execution time. This is because we introduced a small cache in the
NSGA-III algorithm to avoid executing LDA configurations that had been previously
executed.
Chapter 6
Contribution 3: Research Object
Representation
As discussed in Section 2, most recommender systems use relatively simple retrieval
models, such as keyword matching or the Vector Space Model (VSM) with basic Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting. VSM is a spatial repre-
sentation of text documents. In that model, each document is represented by a vector
in an n-dimensional space, where each dimension corresponds to a term from the overall
vocabulary of a given document collection.
In our case, we have defined a hierarchy of spaces to describe domains where research ob-
jects are described, processed and measured in different manners. The goal is modelling
research objects in an efficient way while preserving the essential statistical relation-
ships that are useful for tasks such as classification, summarization and similarity and
relevance judgements.
6.1 Elements
Internally, our system uses the concept of Research Objects [38] to describe research
resources. So, regardless of the input format we need to complete as much as possible
its meta-information to store it following the principles of: unique ids, aggregation and
annotation.
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Figure 6.1: Internal resource representation
Taking into account the notation used by the ro ontology to describe resources [12], i.e.
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI), we have defined resource (Figure 6.1) (item
in recommender systems) as an entity identified by both a Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI) and a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), that is contextualized by metadata,
described by a group of elements such as words, concepts and topics and may contain
other resources.
Metadata is the conceptualization of all the meta-information associated to a resource
such as title, dates (publication, creation), license rights, format type and the list of
authors.
An author (user in recommender systems) is the primarily responsible entity for making
the resource, and it is described by a name and a surname and identified by a Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI) along with other digital identifications such as orcid, ads id
and/or dblp id.
As shown above, this is not a typical recommender system where users and items are
connected by rating or interest. Now, a user, i.e author, is related to an item, i.e research
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resource, because she/he was one of its creators. As mentioned in Section 2, this system
will use the implicit feedback technique to connect the elements of the domain.
6.2 Spaces
In the context of this work, we use the term space as a work domain characterized by the
following aspects: First, a dimension defining its cardinality, i.e. number of elements.
Second, a collection of objects that compose its population. Third, a feature vector,
whose dimension is equal to the dimension of the space, which describes every resource
as a chain of numerical values. Finally, a list of operations and metrics available to be
executed over the objects.
All spaces are changing environments that should be adapted when new resources are
added to the system but maintain a minimum set of constraints that make them different
between them.
Figure 6.2: Domain Spaces
6.2.1 Words Space
The initial space and base for the rest of spaces is the Words-Space. It considers ROs
as regular-resources described by words. A regular-resource is an entity identified by a
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), which is
described by meta-information such as title, date of publication, authors, license rights,
format and so on. It has a bag-of-words describing its content and, as resource, it may
aggregate other/s regular-resources.
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The cardinality of this space is equal to the size of the vocabulary used to describe
resources, i.e. number of distinct words, and the feature vector is composed with the
frequencies of every word in the bag-of-words of the resource. Similar approaches [6]
[72] [37] [43] use the tf-idf weighting schema to create the feature vectors, but in this
case it is not adequate because the LDA model already considers the weight of a word
based on its occurrences in different documents combining the Dirichlet distribution of
words by topics and the Dirichlet distribution of topics by documents.
6.2.2 Concepts Space
The Concepts-Space is built over the Words-Space. This space is an extension of the
Word-Space that also considers concepts to describe resources. Resources here are mem-
bers of a more generic resource named conceptual-resource, that is an extended vision
of regular-resources containing all the information described above along with a bag-of-
concepts created from the bag-of-words of the resource. This conceptualization of words
is a key task that can be specified by domain ontologies as showed in [73] or even handled
by an identity function considering each word as a concept. This space is created to
allow a new level of abstraction from the point of view of words.
Now, the vocabulary is composed by the list of distinct concepts used to describe all
the conceptual-resources in the domain, so this space is a subspace of the Words-Space
because its dimension, i.e cardinality of the vocabulary, is smaller or equal to it since a
concept may describe more than one word. The feature vector, as in the previous space,
contains the frequencies of each concept from the bag-of-concepts of the conceptual-
resource.
6.2.3 Topics Space
Closing the hierarchy, the Topics-Space is built over the Concepts-Space, including topic
information along with existing information for every resource. As described in section
2, considering a resource as a document in the LDA model, every resource has a topics
distribution based on its bag-of-concepts and the bag-of-concepts of the rest of resources
in the corpus. A topic is not a word nor a concept, but a Dirichlet distribution of
concepts. Hence the number of topics may vary when corpus change. A resource, now
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named topical-resource, contains a vector with the probability of each topic according
to its content, i.e. its bag-of-concepts. This vector is the topics distribution of the
topical-resource.
In this space, in addition to topical-resources there are also author-profiles. An author-
profile is a temporal sorted chain of publications, i.e. research objects, along with the
topics distribution of each resource. This information is really useful to make predictions
and make recommendations as will be showed in section 8.
The cardinality of this space is equal to the number of topics, being these topics the
vocabulary of the space. The feature vector is the topics distribution of each topical-
resource as previously mentioned. This space is where the system works to make infer-
ences and analysis.
6.3 Evaluation
First, the Hoarder application downloaded records (metainformation and resources) from
10 different OAI-PMH data providers as indicated in Section 4.2.3. After that, the
Harvester application composed research object from them as mentioned in Section
4.3.1. Now, using these research objects serialized as JSON in textual files, the RESSIST
application create regular resources from them, then conceptual resources and, finally,
topical resources.
These elements will be processed by Spark, so we have implemented a Spark Func-
tion to serialize a ResearchObject as a RegularResource. This is an easy task because
the ResearchObject serialized as JSON contains all the information (even more) that a
RegularResource needs. This function is as follows:
1 @Component
2 pub l i c c l a s s RRParser implements Function<ResearchObject , RegularResource> {
3
4 @Override
5 pub l i c RegularResource c a l l ( ResearchObject re searchObject ) throws Exception {
6 St r ing u r i = researchObjec t . getUr i ( ) ;
7 St r ing u r l = researchObjec t . getUr l ( ) ;
8 St r ing t i t l e = researchObjec t . getMetainformation ( ) . g e t T i t l e ( ) ;
9 St r ing publ i shed = researchObject . getMetainformation ( ) . getPubl i shed ( ) ;
10 Buffer<Str ing> bagOfWords = JavaConverters . a sSca laBuf f e rConver te r ( re searchObjec t
. getBagOfWords ( ) ) . a sSca la ( ) ;
11 Buffer<RegularResource> innerResources = JavaConverters . a sSca laBuf f e rConver te r (new
ArrayList<RegularResource >() ) . a sSca la ( ) ;
12 List<Author> author sL i s t = new ArrayList<Author>() ;
13 f o r ( Creator c r e a t o r : r e searchObjec t . getMetainformation ( ) . ge tCreator s ( ) ){
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14 St r ing authorUri = c r ea t o r . getUr i ( ) ;
15 St r ing name = cr ea t o r . getName ( ) ;
16 St r ing surname = cr ea to r . getSurname ( ) ;
17 author sL i s t . add (new Author ( authorUri , name , surname ) ) ;
18 }
19 Buffer<Author> authors = JavaConverters . a sSca laBuf f e rConver te r ( autho r sL i s t ) . a sSca la ( ) ;
20 Metadata metadata = new Metadata ( t i t l e , publ ished , authors ) ;
21 RegularResource regu larResource = new RegularResource ( ur i , ur l , metadata , bagOfWords ,
innerResources ) ;
22 return regu larResource ;
23 }
24 }
Listing 6.1: RegularResource conversion function from a ResearchObject
We have included some scala.JavaConverters in our RESSIST (Java-based) application
to use the metrics that we have implemented in Scala language. We used Scala to define
metrics, calculus and correlations because Spark is implemented in Scala and then, a
translation from java to scala during the LDA processing is not needed. However the
RESSIST application is implemented in Java to manage the global process reusing some
of the most useful java frameworks such as Spring-Framework, Apache-Camel, JSW,
and so on.
Once the conversion from ResearchObject to RegularResource is completed, then a
Words-Space is created. At this point, the vocabulary of the space is composed by
the distinct words from the bagOfWords of all RegularResources.
Then, a new conversion to ConceptualResource is needed to reach the Concepts-Space.
Actually, this conversion is direct being the same word a concept. Future works will try
to obtain general concepts from words but in a sensitive way because they cannot be as
general as possible because the LDA model will not detect useful topics. We will need
to define a balanced criteria to obtain concepts from words in a useful way.
1 @Component
2 pub l i c c l a s s CRParser implements Function<RegularResource , ConceptualResource> {
3
4 @Override
5 pub l i c ConceptualResource c a l l ( RegularResource regu larResource ) throws Exception {
6 return new ConceptualResource ( regu larResource ) ;
7 }
8 }
Listing 6.2: ConceptualResource conversion function from a RegularResource
Once we have ConceptualResources, the vocabulary is now composed by concepts instead
of words. Finally, a Topics-Space is built using these ConceptualResources. Now is
not possible a direct conversion, firs of all a new LDA Model is created in this space
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defining a set of topics in the corpus and generating new topics distribution for each
ConceptualResource, then the TopicalResources are created.
This space, and this LDA model, are used to make predictions and recommendations.
Now the vocabulary is composed by topics (probability distributions), and the feature
vectors are based on these distributions for each resource.

Chapter 7
Contribution 4: Research Object
Similarity Measure
As stated previously, the system will make predictions, inferences and recommendations
based on research objects and any other useful information derived from them. For this,
some metrics are required, mainly similarity measures, to connect resources, authors
and extract knowledge from these relationships.
Measuring the similarity of ROs is a key task from which to obtain useful knowledge.
Its definition must be general enough to overcome the particular characteristics of the
different types of resources that ROs aggregate. Thus, similarity evaluations may show
differences on the accuracy between regular-resources, conceptual-resources or topical-
resources but not between different types of content in the same resource expression, i.e.
a textual-based regular-resource and an image-based regular-resource.
Because an RO contains two kinds of information: context-based, i.e. authors, license
rights, format..., and content-based, i.e. text, image, code.., the similarity metric includes
both concepts. In short, the measure to calculate the similarity between two ROs is a
weighted sum of context-based similarity (simctx) and content-based similarity (simcont):
sim(Ri, Rj) = α ∗ simcont(Ri, Rj) + (1− α) ∗ simctx(Ri, Rj) (7.1)
where α ∈ [0, 1]
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Depending on the nature of the resource, i.e. regular-resource, conceptual-resource or
topical-resource, each of these content-based and context-based similarity measures are
different as detailed above.
7.1 Content-based Similarity
7.1.1 Under Frequency
Both Words-Space and Concepts-Space are based on frequency vectors as feature vectors.
The first space counts word frequencies and the second one counts concept frequencies.
The expression that describes the content similarity between resources based on fre-
quency vector is the same in both spaces.
As mentioned before in Section 6, a regular-resource is an entity that may aggregate
other/s regular-resource/s and contains identification and descriptive information such
as title, authors and a bag-of-words describing its content. Regardless of whether it
is a textual resource or an image resource or any other, it is annotated by a list of
words to describe what the content means. Future works will take into account the type
of the content to make a more specific similarity metric, but at the present time the
content-based similarity measure considers that group of words to measure how similar
two resources are.
Because a regular-resource may contain aggregated resources, the feature vector used to
measure the similarity is the vectorial sum of the feature vectors of each nested resource.
We used the cosine similarity based on the Euclidean dot product as similarity measure
to take into account the proportional use of words instead of frequency values directly.
So, the content-based similarity measure is:
simcont(Ri, Rj) = cos(rˆi, rˆj) (7.2)
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where rˆi is the feature vector of the research object Ri described as regular-resource or
conceptual-resource and cos(rˆi, rˆj) is the cosine similarity :
cos(P,Q) = cos(θ) =
P ·Q
‖P‖‖Q‖ =
n∑
i=1
Pi ×Qi√
n∑
i=1
(Pi)2 ×
√
n∑
i=1
(Qi)2
(7.3)
7.1.2 Under Topics Distribution
However, in the Topics-Space the feature vector is a topics distribution expressed as
vector of probabilities. As showed in Section 6, when a resource is aggregated by other
resources, the bag-of-concepts used to calculate the topics distributions is the sum of
concepts used in each nested resource. For this reason, the topics distribution of the
root of an aggregation is enough to describe the complete research object.
Taking into account this premise, the similarity measure between two topical-resources
will be based on the distance between their topics distributions. Since they are Dirichlet
distributions (probability mass functions), the measure used was the Jensen-Shannon
divergence, which can be defined as the average of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
between them. KL has two major problems: in the case that one of topics distribution
is zero, KL is not defined and it is not symmetric, what does not fit well with seman-
tic similarity measures which in general are symmetric [62]. To solve these problems,
Jensen-Shannon divergence considers the average of the distributions as below [20]:
JSD(p, q) =
T∑
i=1
pi ∗ log 2 ∗ pi
pi + qi
+
T∑
i=1
qi ∗ log 2 ∗ qi
qi + pi
(7.4)
where T is the number of topics and p, q are the topics distributions
Our content-based similarity measure use the Jensen-Shannon divergence trans-
formed into a similarity measure as follows [22] :
simcont(Ri, Rj) = 10
−JSD(p,q) (7.5)
where Ri, Rj are the research objects and p, q the topics distributions of each of the
topical-resources describing them.
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7.2 Context-based Similarity
Currently, context-based similarity is only related to author-based similarity. The plan
is to include more elements in the future, both extracted directly from the resource or
inferred, so as to increase the accuracy of the measure. But now the system must work
properly with authors:
simctx(Ri, Rj) = simauthors(Ri, Rj) (7.6)
Before obtaining the similarity of authors we need to define how an author is described.
Similar to feature vectors to describe the content of a resource, an author is represented
by a vector that describes adequately his/her most relevant aspects to allow us to take
measures between them. The dimension of this vector will depend on the cardinality of
the used space. As in the case of resources, two types of feature vectors exist: frequency-
based and topics-based.
7.2.1 Under Frequency
This similarity will be used both in Words-Space and Concepts-Space because it con-
siders that an author is described by each of the feature vectors of the research objects
published by him/her. Recently, a temporal combination has been proposed to obtain a
valid similarity measure between authors [56] . They defined an author similarity (AS)
based on cosine similarity of the feature vectors for a given interval time:
AScos(A,B, t1, t2) = cos(
t2∑
i=t1
aˆi,
t2∑
i=t1
bˆi) (7.7)
where aˆi and bˆi are the feature vectors of the authors A and B in the i-th year.
Authors usually publish more than one research object in the same year, so the feature
vector for that i-th year will be the vectorial sum of feature vectors of each research
object published.
However, this metric does not take into account possible common shifts of interests of
the authors. In fact, if the author A worked on topic T1 and then shifted to topic T2,
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he will be considered similar to author B who was originally in T2 and then moved to
T1. To avoid this problem, a metric that pays attention to the period of time in which
an author addresses a specific topic is needed, rewarding common trajectories. Hence,
in order to strengthen the importance of the time factor, a partial similarity recursively
on increasingly shorter time intervals is proposed and the final similarity is the average
of the results. More formally, a temporal author similarity (TAS) between an author A
and an author B in the interval t1 − t2 is:
TAS(A,B, t1, t2) =
∑m
i=0
[
(
∑2i−1
j=0 AS(A,B, t1 + d j·(t2−t1)2i e, t1 + b
(j+1)(˙t2−t1)
2i
))/2i
]
m+ 1
(7.8)
where m = blog(t2 − t1)c
This temporal author similarity covers well the case in which both authors are present
in the same time interval, however an author may have no publications in some of the
years inside the interval. Then a penalty P is applied as the average of AS of n authors
randomly extracted from the input. In our opinion, this penalty should be changed by
the feature vector of the last publication, then the intervals of time without publications
would have the same feature vector than the last year with publication. Thus, our
similarity measure between two authors is:
simauthor(A,B) = TAS(A,B, t1, t2) (7.9)
where t1 is the oldest publication date of both authors and t2 the newest one.
Once we know the similarity measure between two authors, we can calculate the author-
based similarity measure between ROs as the minimum similarity value between the
authors of each research object:
simauthors(Ri, Rj) = min(simauthor(aim, ajn)) = min(TAS(A,B, t1, t2)) (7.10)
where aim is the m-th author of the regular — conceptual-resource i, and ajn the n-th
author of the regular — conceptual-resource j.
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The feature vectors used in this calculus contain frequencies of words in Words-Space
and frequencies of concepts in Concepts-Space.
7.2.2 Under Topics Distribution
Now the feature vector is a multinomial probability distribution so the challenge here
is to produce a consensus topics distribution for each author by combining appropri-
ately the topics distributions of their publications. The most popular choice for this
aggregation is Linear Pooling, which assigns each individual forecast a weight which
reflects the importance of the publication, but if we provide an equal weight to ev-
ery probability the method reduces to an arithmetic average. A Generalized Linear
Pooling extends the previous approach considering the possibility of negative weights.
However [59] any linear combination of (calibrated) forecast is uncalibrated and lacks
sharpness then a Beta-transformed Linear Pooling is proposed applying a Beta trans-
formation to linear pooling operators in order to add a recalibration step to the pro-
cess and improve their performance. A probability PG(A) is said to be calibrated if
P (Yk|PG(Ak)) = PG(Ak, k = 1 . . .K) [59]. Sharpness refers to the concentration of the
aggregated distribution. The more concentrated it is, the sharper it is.
Intuitively, aggregation operators based on multiplication seem more appropriate than
those based on addition. Log-linear Pooling is a linear operator of the logarithms of the
probabilities that does not preserve independence and does not verify the marginalization
property.Generalized Logarithmic Pooling extends it by adding an arbitrary bounded
function. On the other hand, instead of establishing a pooling formula from an axiomatic
point of view, the aggregation of two distributions could be those that share properties
(moments or conditional probabilities) and minimize the KL divergence between them.
Furthermore, as showed in several simulation studies [3], linear pooling performs poorly
relative to other pooling formulas with a multiplicative instead of an additive structure.
Also, many of non-linear methods involve a large number of parameters, making them
computationally complex and susceptible to over-fitting. By contrast, parameter-free
approaches, such as the median or the geometric mean of the odds, are too simple to be
able to incorporate the use of training data optimally.
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Recently, an approach based on the log-odds statistical model of the data has been
proposed [65] being an alternative way to express probabilities using the odds ratio.
However, the LDA model considers topics distributions as Dirichlet distribution, i.e
continuous multivariate probability distributions , then we can combine them to get
a more general topics distribution using the Bayes’ Theorem. Thus, considering the
following topics distributions (td1, td2) for the research objects (R1, R2) and the topics
(T1, T2, T3):
td1 = (t11, t12, t13)
td2 = (t21, t22, t23)
and taking into account that:
tij = p(Ti/Rj)
the consensus topics distribution tdf will be:
tdf = (P (T1/R1, R2), P (T2/R1, R2), P (T3/R1, R2))
As R1 and R2 are independent and using the Bayes’ theorem we get:
P (Ti/R1, R2) =
P (R1) · P (R2)
P (R1, R2)
× P (Ti/R1) · P (Ti/R2)
P (Ti)
= α× P (Ti/R1) · P (Ti/R2)
P (Ti)
(7.11)
where α is a class-independent term depending only on the data. As we have measured
these data, its value is not interesting here (we are not doing model comparisons),
so we treat it as a normalization constant which ensures the Dirichlet constraint that∑
k P (Tk/R1, R2) = 1.
Now that we know how to combine topic distributions, we can redefine the author
similarity (AS) expression using the Jensen-Shannon Divergence as a distance measure
of topics distributions and taking its similarity expression for a given interval time:
ASJSD(A,B, t1, t2) = 10
−JSD( ˆa12, ˆb12) (7.12)
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where aˆ12 and ˆb12 are the consensus topics distributions of authors A and B for the
interval of time t1 − t2.
7.3 Evaluation
At this point, we have a Topics-Space composed by TopicalResources, and created from
the ConceptualResources that were directly generated from the RegularResources that
describe the research objects of the corpus. In this space, a LDA model is generated to
create the TopicalResources that contain ConceptualResources along with topics distri-
butions. Using these distributions, the RESSIST application can calculate the similarity
measures based on topics between a couple of resources, i.e. between two research ob-
jects.
Applying the configuration of the LDA model suggested by the learning algorithm de-
tailed in Section 5.2, i.e. 12 topics, alpha=6.1 and beta=1.1, our application builds a
Topic Model that defines probabilistic distributions for each resource based on its bag-
of-concepts (in fact, as before mentioned, based on words). After a stemming process,
the concepts are reduced to their stem, i.e. base or root. Taking the list of stems for
each resource and their frequencies, the system build 12 topic that contain, in a different
proportion, the list of stems of the corpus. This distribution of stems by topics is listed
in the table 7.1, showing only the 20 most relevant stem for each topic.
Using these topics, i.e probabilistic distributions of stems (from concepts/words), the
model assigns a distribution of topics for each resource, table 7.3, then our recommender
system creates a similarity matrix calculating the similarity measurements between all
the research objects of the corpus. The table 7.2, for example, shows a column of that
matrix. It contains the similarity measurements between the referenced research ob-
ject, with a similarity equal to 1, and the rest of research objects of the corpus. In
the table we also identify the data provider where the resource was published to iden-
tify the research area where the publisher, in this case Innovare Journal, has classified
the resource: Agricultural Science (IJAGS), Business Management (IJBM), Education
(IJOE), Ayurvedic Science (IJAS), Engineering and Technology (IJET), Health Science
(IJHS), Life Science (IJLS), Medical Science (IJMS), Social Science (IJSS) and Science
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Topic Most Frequent Terms
0 ’collect’ ,’extract’ ,’procedur’ ,’evalu’ ,’univers’ ,’plant’ ,’chemic’ ,’health’ ,’medicin’
,’found’ ,’standard’ ,’research’ ,’antimicrobi’ ,’revis’ ,’receiv’ ,’pharmaci’ ,’abstract’ ,’key-
word’ ,’accept’ ,’screen’
1 ’found’ ,’review’ ,’email’ ,’scienc’ ,’articl’ ,’accord’ ,’receiv’ ,’keyword’ ,’abstract’ ,’revis’
,’accept’ ,’import’ ,’which’ ,’other’ ,’introduct’ ,’refer’ ,’gmail’ ,’studi’ ,’innovar’ ,’journal’
2 ’afford’ ,’itself’ ,’arrang’ ,’lesson’ ,’mobil’ ,’integr’ ,’citizen’ ,’reach’ ,’strong’ ,’charg’ ,’al-
low’ ,’equip’ ,’altern’ ,’opportun’ ,’start’ ,’provis’ ,’build’ ,’offer’ ,’challeng’ ,’subject’
3 ’defin’ ,’first’ ,’review’ ,’receiv’ ,’abstract’ ,’keyword’ ,’articl’ ,’revis’ ,’accept’ ,’other’
,’point’ ,’which’ ,’refer’ ,’group’ ,’journal’ ,’innovar’ ,’paper’ ,’inform’ ,’anoth’ ,’conclus’
4 ’email’ ,’where’ ,’articl’ ,’revis’ ,’keyword’ ,’abstract’ ,’accept’ ,’which’ ,’introduct’ ,’re-
fer’ ,’innovar’ ,’journal’ ,’engin’ ,’through’ ,’gener’ ,’variou’ ,’conclus’ ,’receiv’ ,’consid’
,’techniqu’
5 ’method’ ,’should’ ,’receiv’ ,’abstract’ ,’keyword’ ,’revis’ ,’accept’ ,’research’ ,’about’ ,’ef-
fect’ ,’introduct’ ,’which’ ,’studi’ ,’refer’ ,’perform’ ,’achiev’ ,’journal’ ,’innovar’ ,’aspect’
,’materi’
6 ’develop’ ,’signific’ ,’other’ ,’effect’ ,’should’ ,’through’ ,’introduct’ ,’refer’ ,’which’ ,’re-
ceiv’ ,’abstract’ ,’keyword’ ,’increas’ ,’accept’ ,’requir’ ,’innovar’ ,’journal’ ,’articl’ ,’revis’
,’total’
7 ’agent’ ,’treatment’ ,’therefor’ ,’further’ ,’method’ ,’result’ ,’present’ ,’system’ ,’scienc’
,’articl’ ,’differ’ ,’revis’ ,’receiv’ ,’keyword’ ,’abstract’ ,’respect’ ,’accept’ ,’effect’ ,’activ’
,’absorb’
8 ’colleg’ ,’patient’ ,’treatment’ ,’email’ ,’result’ ,’articl’ ,’research’ ,’receiv’ ,’abstract’ ,’key-
word’ ,’revis’ ,’accept’ ,’object’ ,’indor’ ,’qualiti’ ,’ayurveda’ ,’group’ ,’manag’ ,’increas’
,’method’
9 ’gmail’ ,’email’ ,’receiv’ ,’revis’ ,’accept’ ,’studi’ ,’journal’ ,’innovar’ ,’district’ ,’rural’ ,’ar-
ticl’ ,’abstract’ ,’keyword’ ,’research’ ,’primari’ ,’patient’ ,’medic’ ,’occur’ ,’intern’ ,’adult’
10 ’appli’ ,’respect’ ,’nation’ ,’evalu’ ,’second’ ,’countri’ ,’properti’ ,’intern’ ,’univers’ ,’those’
,’sampl’ ,’resist’ ,’express’ ,’howev’ ,’includ’ ,’process’ ,’function’ ,’number’ ,’basic’ ,’avail’
11 ’discuss’ ,’method’ ,’result’ ,’receiv’ ,’abstract’ ,’keyword’ ,’accept’ ,’found’ ,’introduct’
,’studi’ ,’refer’ ,’scienc’ ,’journal’ ,’innovar’ ,’articl’ ,’email’ ,’differ’ ,’revis’ ,’under’ ,’india’
Table 7.1: Distribution of terms by topics
Resource Similarity Research Object Provider
1 1.0 SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION OF IRBESARTAN AND ATOR-
VASTATIN BY FIRST ORDER DERIVATIVE SPECTROSCOPIC
METHOD IN THEIR SYNTHETIC MIXTURE USE IN HYPERTEN-
SION CONDITION
IJS
2 0.9985002911336149 DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF ANALYTICAL METHOD
FOR IRBESARTAN AND ATORVASTATIN BY SIMULTANEOUS
EQUTION SPECTROSCOPIC METHOD
IJS
3 0.9984274995642390 SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION OF IRBESARTAN AND ATORVAS-
TATIN BY Q ABSORPTION RATIO METHOD IN THEIR SYN-
THETIC MIXTURE USE IN CARDIAC CONDITION
IJS
4 0.9950251177695804 ARTEMETHER LUMEFANTRINE LOADED LIPOSPHERES EVAL-
UATION OF PROPERTIES OF SOLUTOL HS 15 AND SOLUPLUS
ON THE IN VITRO PROPERTIES
IJS
5 0.9890510173748973 EFFECT OF LYOPHILIZATION ON THE PHYSICOCHEMICAL
AND PHYSICOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF ASPIRIN-LOADED
LIPOSPHERES
IJS
6 0.9812091925351933 COMPATIBILITY OF BEAUVERIA BASSIANA (BALS.) VUILL ISO-
LATES WITH SELECTED INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES AT
AGRICULTURE SPRAY TANK DOSE
IJAGS
7 0.9487017007511238 DIFFERENT MODELS TO EVALUATE ANTIMICROBIAL
AGENTS-A REVIEW
IJLS
8 0.9365837211037017 PREPARATION OF CHITOSAN STABILIZED OFLOXACIN- GOLD
NANO CONJUGATE FOR THE IMPROVED ANTI BACTERIAL AC-
TIVITY AGAINST HUMAN PATHOGENIC BACTERIA
IJMS
9 0.8089238194923263 An overall review on Obesity and its related disorders IJLS
10 0.21158453507688826 RESEARCH ON FORMULATION AND EVALUATION OF INSITU
MUCOADHESIVE NASAL GELS OF METOCLOPRAMIDE HY-
DROCHLORIDE
IJMS
.. .. .. ...
Table 7.2: Similarity measures between research objects from the same data provider.
(IJS). This classification is used as reference during the tests to check the validity of the
results.
A first important behaviour showed in the table 7.2 is that, if considering as similar only
the research objects with a similarity value greater than 0.5, only 8 research objects
are similar to the referenced one, that is only the 8% of the corpus. This exhaustive
classification, in our opinion, is caused by the high number of topics, 12, and the low value
of alpha, 6.1. With these values the research objects have a low concentration of topics
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and then different research objects can be described by strong topic distributions, i.e high
values for some topics and low for the rest, avoiding middle values. In fact, the difference
between the 8th research object, ”An overall review on Obesity and its related disorders”,
and the 9th, ”RESEARCH ON FORMULATION AND EVALUATION OF INSITU
MUCOADHESIVE NASAL GELS OF METOCLOPRAMIDE HYDROCHLORIDE”,
is almost 0.6 points. This behaviour is common for the rest of columns of the similarity
matrix, as showed also in the table 7.4.
In addition, as expected, the most similar research objects are published in the same do-
main, IJS, so they belong to the same research area, Science. However, research objects
from other research areas such as IJAGS (Agricultural Science), IJLS (Life Science) and
IJMS(Medical Science) are also present in the column as similar researches. The reason
is because our similarity measure does not handle the meaning of paragraphs or the
relevance of terms considered by an author, it takes into account the frequency of terms
to build a model based on their probabilities to belong to a topic, i.e. a cluster, and
RESSIST uses these probabilities to make relationships between them based on their
content and their contextual information. In our opinion this is useful, as showed later
in Section 8, to discover relationships between researches from different domains, from
different research areas, from different authors. For example in the table 7.2, the system
detects that the research ”SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION OF IRBESARTAN AND
ATORVASTATIN BY FIRST ORDER DERIVATIVE SPECTROSCOPIC METHOD
IN THEIR SYNTHETIC MIXTURE USE IN HYPERTENSION CONDITION” about
Science is similar, with a similarity measure equals to 0.981209, to the research ”COM-
PATIBILITY OF BEAUVERIA BASSIANA (BALS.) VUILL ISOLATES WITH SE-
LECTED INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES AT AGRICULTURE SPRAY TANK
DOSE” about Agricultural Science because both publications contain, in a similar way,
the set of terms described by the topics in the table 7.1 , i.e. the words more frequently
used are listed in topics 7, 11, 6 and 4, and the less frequently used are listed in topics
2, 9 and 10.
So, as showed in table 7.3, the topic 7 is the most representative for the research
object ”SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION OF IRBESARTAN AND ATORVASTATIN
BY FIRST ORDER DERIVATIVE SPECTROSCOPIC METHOD IN THEIR SYN-
THETIC MIXTURE USE IN HYPERTENSION CONDITION ” , as well as the topics
11, 6 and 4. Then, research objects following a similar distribution of topics are more
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R S T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11
1 ijs 0.0045 0.0049 0.0028 0.0044 0.0057 0.0044 0.0060 0.9459 0.0054 0.0034 0.0038 0.0081
2 ijs 0.0053 0.0056 0.0032 0.0051 0.0075 0.0052 0.0075 0.9342 0.0070 0.0038 0.0047 0.0105
3 ijs 0.0055 0.0060 0.0033 0.0051 0.0075 0.0049 0.0079 0.9338 0.0065 0.0039 0.0047 0.0103
4 ijs 0.0061 0.0061 0.0044 0.0060 0.0098 0.0053 0.0107 0.9259 0.0053 0.0041 0.0058 0.0098
5 ijs 0.0058 0.0070 0.0043 0.0071 0.0135 0.0059 0.0115 0.9138 0.0057 0.0045 0.0071 0.0131
6 ijags 0.0079 0.0095 0.0053 0.0092 0.0117 0.0079 0.0128 0.8981 0.0083 0.0064 0.0082 0.0141
7 ijls 0.0091 0.0132 0.0075 0.0139 0.0275 0.0097 0.0163 0.8621 0.0093 0.0091 0.0079 0.0140
8 ijms 0.0163 0.0113 0.0066 0.0081 0.0279 0.0102 0.0133 0.8495 0.0089 0.0082 0.0092 0.0299
9 ijls 0.0102 0.0238 0.0086 0.0211 0.0233 0.0334 0.0466 0.7382 0.0460 0.0170 0.0144 0.0168
10 ijms 0.0161 0.0192 0.0102 0.0149 0.0314 0.0156 0.0179 0.2156 0.0198 0.0123 0.0114 0.6151
Table 7.3: Distribution by topics of research objects listed in table 7.2
Similarity Research Object Provider
1.0 RIVIEW OF SHRINGA , ALABY AND CUPPOING THERAPY IJAS
0.9901248961071275 PREVALENCE, ETIOLOGY AND CLINICAL FEATURES OF
SKELETAL FLUOROSIS: A CRITICAL REVIEW.
IJMS
0.9898432754651388 ALL ABOUT YOGA IJHS
0.9783233516492001 A CASE STUDY OF GIFTED CHILD. IJOE
0.9752164237190362 ROLE OF AN IMPORTANCE OF ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOL ENVI-
RONMENT.
IJOE
0.9733055901744754 A STUDY OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE OF HIGHER SEC-
ONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS OF MADHYA PRADESH
IJOE
0.9716959991552354 Relationship between cigarette smoking and body mass index in the
Italian population
IJHS
0.9671450145579238 IMPACT OF ACTIVE LEARNING STRATEGIES TO ENHANCE
STUDENT PERFORMANCE
IJOE
0.9474338200755947 DO LEADERSHIP QUALITIES DETERMINE COMPETENT PRIN-
CIPALS
IJOE
0.9246011509355332 INFLUENCE OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA ON CHILDREN’S PERSON-
ALITY DEVELOPMENT
IJSS
0.9154436939927828 AN INTRODUCTION OF PROBLEM BASED LEARNING IN IMS,
BHU
IJMS
0.9064540067697475 An overall review on Obesity and its related disorders IJLS
0.8396635494170802 KNOWLEDGE OF MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE AMONG MEDICAL
STUDENTS
IJMS
0.27918402806682086 AYURVEDA AND MENTAL HEALTH IJAS
.. .. ...
Table 7.4: Similarity measures between research objects from different data providers.
similar to it than the rest. This explains why a research object about Agricultural Sci-
ence is more similar to a research object about Science than even other research objects
also classified in Science. Depending on the stemming process, these similarities may
vary, so that is a key task in our system. At this moment, we have used the Lucene
classifier as the stemming algorithm, but in future work we will develop some variations
to improve the accuracy of our classification procedure.
Moreover, as the table 7.4 shows, the system is not influenced by the type of the data
provider used to collect the research objects, i.e. by the research area where a re-
search object is classified. The system has detected two research objects that are the
same research object, ”CLINICAL-COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VIRECHAN & PAK-
SHAGHATARI GUGGULU ON PAKSHAGHAT W.R.S. TO HEMPIPLIGIA”, but
that they were published in two different data providers: IJLS and IJAS. This mul-
tiple classification express that we have considered in our model, a research object may
be oriented to more than one topic.
It is important to mention that the research area where a research object is focused may
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be different from the content of the research object. The table 7.4 shows also a research
object titled ”RIVIEW OF SHRINGA , ALABY AND CUPPOING THERAPY” pub-
lished in the Innovare Journal of Ayurvedic Science (IJAS) data provider that is more
similar to other research object published in different data providers such as the Inno-
vare Journal of Medical Science (IJMS) data provider, the Innovare Journal of Health
Science (IJHS) or even the Innovare Journal of Education (IJOE). As previously men-
tioned, this occurs because our similarity measure is only based on the content (terms)
and the authors of the research objects, instead of the research area or keywords. Future
works will include a more complex semantic analysis to compose a similarity measure
based not only in words or concepts, but also in the meaning of paragraphs or even in
the ideas included in the conclusion section, for example.
The figure 7.1 shows the graph created from the similarity matrix. Some clusters appear,
as previously mentioned, because a high number of topics have been defined in the model.
Figure 7.1: Research Object-Graph built from the test corpus (Appendix D)
Chapter 8
Contribution 5: Design of
Research Objects-based
Recommendations
At this point, our system is able to make recommendations based on research objects
using the similarity measure defined in Section 7. In any recommender system, users
and items are usually the main actors. In our case users are authors and items are
research objects.
First of all, it is important to mention that although a research object can be added to
the system at any time, the system processes all resources in a periodically scheduled
batch mode. This way of working allows considering all research objects when the new
LDA topic model is created. A resource is processed when a topic distribution is assigned
to its content and its list of authors have also updated their profiles according to the
new topic distribution of the content of their publications. Using this information, the
system is able to calculate the similarity between all resources, creating a similarity-
matrix. In fact, not only one matrix is created, but also a research object-based matrix
and an author-based matrix. The first one contains research object-based, content-based
and context-based similarity measurements between research objects, while the second
one contains author-based similarity measurements between the authors. These matrices
can be seen as graphs connecting research objects as well as authors.
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We then propose some designs of recommendations based on these matrices with the aim
of providing authors support for their researches. They tried to extract useful knowledge
from the research objects and their relationships.
8.1 Recommendation 1: Route-of-Knowledge
Goal: Find a list of ROs connecting two research areas
An author having knowledge about some area, for instance Computer Graphics, wants
to explore another area, for instance Astrophysics in order to identify papers or ROs that
may be relevant to him/her. From a classical point of view, the next step for the author
would be to read papers and/or books about Astrophysics to gain more knowledge about
this area but this could be quite hard. Our recommender system offers a soft transition
between these areas showing a sorted list of the most representative ROs that connect
them, allowing authors to acquire the final knowledge in a incremental way.
Figure 8.1: Research Object-Graph sample
The system builds an undirected graph to model pairwise similarity relations between
ROs named ro-graph. It is based on the previously mentioned similarity measures (Sec-
tion 7). First, the author types words or concepts describing the starting and the ending
research areas. Then, the system obtains the topics distributions where these words or
concepts have higher probabilities. For each of these topics distributions, the system
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chooses the most similar ROs based on the distance measure defined in Section 7.4.
Now, using the Dijkstra’s algorithm [31], the system will obtain the minimum cost path
between these ROs in the ro-graph. The reason to use this algorithm is because it is
one of the most well-know algorithms to solve the shortest path problem (SPP) with
acceptable performance. The route will be presented to the author as a sorted list of
ROs to gain the desired knowledge.
Continuing with the example, the author will receive a sorted list of ROs to pass from
Computer Graphics to Astrophysics, being the first RO the most representative research
object in Computer Graphics (based on words/concepts provided by the author) and
the last one the most representative research object in Astrophysics. The rest of ROs
in the chain depend on the similarity measure used to connect the ROs in the graph.
Therefore, an author may choose a direct, a uniform, or a balanced route-of-knowledge.
• direct : Based exclusively on the content of ROs, this solution takes into account
the content-based similarity measure under topics distribution described in Section
7.1.2 to only connect the ROs of similar research areas. For example, RO1, RO3,
RO9, RO14, RO17 and RO18 (Figure 8.1).
• uniform : Based exclusively on the context of ROs, this solution takes into account
the content-based similarity measure under topics distribution described in Section
7.2.2 to only connect the ROs built in a similar way. At present, the system
prioritizes ROs with similar authors, but future work will incorporate other aspects
such as style of writing, aggregated resources, etc. For example, RO1, RO2, RO5,
RO6, RO10, RO11, RO12, RO13, RO15, RO16 and RO18 (Figure 8.1).
• balanced : Based on both the content and context of ROs, this solution takes into
account the similarity measure defined in Section 7.1, maintaining the appropriate
balance between what is the research topic, which researches are involved and how
it was built. This solution can be considered more complete and finely tuned than
previous ones, but really any of them are good options. For example, RO1, RO4,
RO6, RO7, RO11, RO15 and RO18 (Figure 8.1).
Moreover, an author may filter ROs according to publishing date, license rights, format,
etc. In these cases, the system will obtain a subgraph of ro-graph using only the nodes
that verify the criteria.
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8.2 Recommendation 2: Next-Step
Goal: Find next research area based on the historical publications of an author
Using all ROs that an author has published, the system is able to predict the topic
distribution of the next research. The system create trending vectors splitting the topic
distribution of each RO by topics. For each trending vector a linear regression is cal-
culated to know the probability of that topic in the next research according to the
historical information. The system will show to the author a list of ROs related to that
distribution of topics to facilitate a first exploration.
Figure 8.2: Trending vectors from publications of an author
Besides, similar to the mutation operator in genetic algorithms, the system introduces a
random modification to the distribution of topics to propose new research areas not too
far from the current research line showing some statistics about them such as number
of ROs published, date of the last one (hot-topic), research centers specialized in that
field, and so on.
8.3 Recommendation 3: Future-Collaborations
Goal: Find an interesting list of authors to collaborate based on common research areas
Inspired by the previously mentioned ro-graph, the system creates an author-graph con-
necting those authors whose author-similarity value is high enough. The similarity
between two authors is calculated from their publications, as described in Section 7.2.2,
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(a) authors-graph (b) authors-tree
Figure 8.3: Graph and Tree of authors to obtain future collaborations
then it is only based on their research areas identified by their topic distributions and
calculated as showed in equation 7.12.
Thus, considering that we have the author-graph shown in figure 8.3(a), and that we
are interested to know what other authors can be interesting for the author number 4
based on their publications, we’ll discover that mainly the authors 2, 1, 3, 8 and 7, and
after that the authors 5 and 6 may be interesting according to their research trajectories.
Unlike other recommendation systems based on collaborative-filtering that use ratings
between authors, our system only use the content of publications to make predictions
avoiding the previously mentioned cold-start problem.
8.4 Recommendation 4: Linked-Research
Goal: Extract knowledge about researches connecting all the available information
Each of topics discovered in the LDA model describes a research area characterized by
its most relevant concepts or words. Moreover, research objects have a topic distribution
assigned, so the meta information associated to a research object can be crossed with
the previous research areas discovered and other different data sources such as research
centers or laboratories where the research was carried out, dates of publication or ac-
ceptance, and even public information about authors concerning universities where they
have worked or similar. For each author, the system handles digital identifications such
as ORCID [55], which provide a persistent digital identifier that distinguishes an author
from every other researcher and supports automated linkages to external services such
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as Scopus [33], ResearcherID [61] or Linkedin [48], allowing to get information about
her/his professional activities.
Figure 8.4: Simulation of some research topic locations in Spain during 2015
Presenting all this information as linked data, i.e. in a connected way maintaining its
particular properties and enriching the global information, the system may discover
additional knowledge such as the regions in a country where more publications about a
specific research area have been done during a period of time, or funds granted for a type
of research projects. For instance, in the figure 8.5(b) a map of Spain is showed indicating
a potential distribution of some research areas (Astrophysics, Astrophysical Modelling,
Visual Communication, Computational Astrophysics and Computer Graphics) in that
country based on the research center where the authors work at the time of publication.
This could be useful for an author who wants to know how actual is a field or where
is the best place to develop or discuss an idea, or who is looking for funds or grants to
complete the research that she/he is doing.
The key concept here is to present research objects as linked research objects to other
different data sources available in the system such as research center location, research
grants, author profiles and so on, that can be connected by their meta information.
These relations can be interesting to discover hidden information about where, how,
who or what are being developed now or in the past.
8.5 Recommendation 5: Optimal-Review
Goal: Best way to read a group of research objects
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(a) ro-graph (b) ro-tree
Figure 8.5: Optimal review of research objects
Suppose that an author has marked a group of researches, i.e. research objects, as
interesting for her/his work and she/he needs to read them. As showed in figure 8.5(a),
these research objects are A, B, C, E, F, G, H, I, J, L and M. So, she/he can read them
in a random order or letting our system define an order based on similarities between
them. This situation is similar to the one described in Route-of-Knowledge, but now
all the research objects have to be used and the list of research objects is not strict.
Depending on the similarity measure used to create the graph, the system will offer a
direct, consistent or balanced solution as aforementioned.
When the graph is built using only a content-based similarity measure, the solution
offered will be direct. When that measure is only based on context, the solution will be
consistent, and finally, applying a research object-based similarity measure, the offered
solution will be balanced. In any case, the system calculates the minimum spanning
tree (MST) to connect all the researches. This tree describes an order to read these
researches according to the previous criteria.

Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
Semantic analysis and its integration in personalization models is one of the most in-
novative and interesting approaches proposed in the literature to create recommender
systems. In this thesis, we have tried to go beyond creating a researcher assistant. The
main difference is that we do not only recommend ROs, but also suggest new research
lines and routes of knowledge.
The work presented in this thesis is only the base to create a more powerful system
able to solve any problem that a researcher can find during her/his research process.
The main motivation for future work is the challenge of providing a system with the
cultural and linguistic background knowledge that enables interpreting natural language
documents, code scripts or even images and reasoning on their content, so as to serve
as a basis for the recommendation.
In this line, our similarity measure based on context will take into account not only
author profiles, but also style of writing, style of coding, types of aggregated resources
and so on. Thus, we will need to particularize how two resources are compared, defining
specific methods for images, for scripts, for notes or whatever.
Concerning author-based similarity measure, we will consider different approaches to
obtain a common (and highly descriptive) author profile from the set of authors of a
research. The centroid of their profiles is one of them, instead of the minimum similarity
value between them. Other approach is to define different weights to the authors to
obtain a global author-profile measure based on these weights. In this case, we will need
to define a criteria to set weights from the meta-information related to a research, e.g.
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order of appearance. But may be that criteria is only applied to a publisher, so we
will need to consider whether this information (weight or relevance of an author in a
research) can be inferred from the context of a research object or explicitly included in
the own research object depending on the publisher.
That approach could also be used to build the individual author-profile. Publications
wrote only by the author have a higher weight than other wrote by more authors. Usually
a research is completed by at least two researchers, so the weight measure should be
increased or reduced according to the number of authors. This measure should follow
the temporal constraints that we have defined in Section 7.
Following with the improvement of the similarity measures, we think that the similarity
measure based on content would be more accurate if the stemming process was more
exhaustive. Taking into account that research publications usually follow common tem-
plates, our system could detect and learn the patterns that describe these templates
to define a list of stop-words for each of them. Thus, research publications will not be
similar only because they share a common template of publishing.
Including these learning techniques to our system, we could also create a new similarity
measure based on the shape of a research object, i.e. template for textual content
or outline for image content, to connect research objects with similar structure. This
process can be considered as spatial analysis of research objects, but really it is only
based on the frequency of terms or pieces of an image, not where the term or the image
is located. So, depending on the research method used, e.g. quantitative, qualitative,
applied, correlational or experimental, two research objects may be more or less similar.
Besides, we will need to express in natural language the meaning of a topic in the
sense of topics distributions. In this way, we will offer a richer user experience and
the suggestions will be more accurate. Internally, the system can work using terms to
describe a topic but externally, i.e. in the author side, a topic should be described by a
sentence in natural language easy for authors to be understand.
In any case, future works should only consider as valid the observation or reaction mech-
anisms based on implicit feedback. So, researchers (intended as users of the recommender
system) cannot make actions over research objects beyond the authorship. As mentioned
in Section 2, this technique does not require any active user involvement, in the sense
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that feedback is derived from monitoring and analyzing user’s activities, it is only based
on the content and features of the resources of the system. In this way, our system will
not be limited to relationships created directly by authors, e.g. like/dislike ratings, but
also will allow to discover new relationships based on implicit features from both authors
and research objects.

Appendix A
OAI-DC Metadata XML Schema
1 <schema targetNamespace=” ht tp : //www. openarch ives . org /OAI/2.0/ oa i dc /”
2 xmlns :oa i dc=” ht tp : //www. openarch ives . org /OAI/2.0/ oa i dc /”
3 xmlns:dc=” ht tp : // pur l . org /dc/ elements /1 .1/ ”
4 xmlns=” ht tp : //www. w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema”
5 elementFormDefault=” q u a l i f i e d ” attr ibuteFormDefault=” u n q u a l i f i e d ”>
6 <annotat ion>
7 <documentation>
8 XML Schema 2002−03−18 by Pete Johnston .
9 Adjusted f o r usage in the OAI−PMH.
10 Schema imports the Dublin Core e lements from the DCMI schema f o r u n q u a l i f i e d Dublin Core
.
11 2002−12−19 updated to use simpledc20021212 . xsd ( in s t ead o f s impledc20020312 . xsd )
12 </documentation>
13 </ annotat ion>
14 <import namespace=” ht tp : // pur l . org /dc/ elements /1 .1/ ”
15 schemaLocation=” ht tp : // dub l incore . org /schemas/xmls/ simpledc20021212 . xsd”/>
16
17 <element name=”dc” type=” oa i dc : oa i dcType ”/>
18 <complexType name=” oai dcType ”>
19 <cho i c e minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded”>
20 <element r e f=” d c : t i t l e ”/>
21 <element r e f=” d c : c r e a t o r ”/>
22 <element r e f=” d c : s u b j e c t ”/>
23 <element r e f=” d c : d e s c r i p t i o n ”/>
24 <element r e f=” d c : p u b l i s h e r ”/>
25 <element r e f=” dc : c on t r i bu t o r ”/>
26 <element r e f=” dc :date ”/>
27 <element r e f=” dc : type ”/>
28 <element r e f=” dc : format ”/>
29 <element r e f=” d c : i d e n t i f i e r ”/>
30 <element r e f=” dc : s ou r c e ”/>
31 <element r e f=” dc : language ”/>
32 <element r e f=” d c : r e l a t i o n ”/>
33 <element r e f=” dc : coverage ”/>
34 <element r e f=” d c : r i g h t s ”/>
35 </ cho i c e>
36 </complexType>
37 </schema>
Listing A.1: XML schema for validating Unqualified Dublin Core metadata associated
with the reserved oai dc metadataPrefix
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Appendix B
OAI-PMH/RSS Harvest Routes
1 /∗∗∗∗∗∗ ROUTE 1 : Slashdot ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
2 from ( ” r s s : http :// r s s . s l a shdot . org / Slashdot / s l a shdot ?” +
3 ” s p l i t E n t r i e s=true&consumer . i n i t i a l D e l a y =1000&consumer . de lay =2000” +
4 ”&feedHeader=f a l s e&f i l t e r=true ” ) . marshal ( ) . r s s ( ) .
5 se tProperty (SOURCE NAME, constant ( ” s l a shdot ” ) ) .
6 setProperty (SOURCE URL, constant ( ” http :// r s s . s l a shdot . org / Slashdot / s l a shdot ” ) ) .
7 to ( ” d i r e c t : setCommonRssXpathExpressions” ) .
8 to ( ” d i r e c t : retrieveByHttpAndSave ” )
9
10 /∗∗∗∗∗∗ ROUTE 2 : UPM ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
11 from ( ”oaipmh :// oa .upm. es / pe r l / oa i2 ? i n i t i a l D e l a y =1000&delay =60000” ) .
12 setProperty (SOURCE NAME, constant ( ”upm” ) ) .
13 setProperty (SOURCE URL, constant ( ” http :// oa .upm. es / pe r l / oa i2 ” ) ) .
14 to ( ” d i r e c t : setCommonOaipmhXpathExpressions” ) .
15 setProperty (PUBLICATION URL,
16 xpath ( ”// oa i : metadata/ oa i : dc/dc : r e l a t i o n / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
17 to ( ” d i r e c t : retrieveByHttpAndSave ” )
18
19 /∗∗∗∗∗∗ ROUTE 3 : UCM ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
20 from ( ”oaipmh :// e p r i n t s . ucm . es / cg i / oa i2 ? i n i t i a l D e l a y =1000&delay =60000” ) .
21 setProperty (SOURCE NAME, constant ( ”ucm” ) ) .
22 setProperty (SOURCE URL, constant ( ” http :// e p r i n t s . ucm . es / cg i / oa i2 ” ) ) .
23 to ( ” d i r e c t : setCommonOaipmhXpathExpressions” ) .
24 setProperty (PUBLICATION URL,
25 xpath ( ”// oa i : metadata/ oa i : dc/dc : i d e n t i f i e r / text ( ) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
26 to ( ” d i r e c t : retrieveByHttpAndSave ” )
27
28 /∗∗∗∗∗∗ ROUTE 4 : SciencePubCo ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
29 from ( ”oaipmh ://www. sc iencepubco . com/ index . php/IJAA/ oa i ? i n i t i a l D e l a y =1000&delay =60000” ) .
30 setProperty (SOURCE NAME, constant ( ” sc iencepubco ” ) ) .
31 setProperty (SOURCE URL, constant ( ” http ://www. sc iencepubco . com/ index . php/IJAA/ oa i ” ) ) .
32 to ( ” d i r e c t : setCommonOaipmhXpathExpressions” ) .
33 setProperty (PUBLICATION URL,
34 xpath ( ” r ep l a c e ( subst r ing−be fo r e ( concat ( s t r ing−j o i n (// oa i : metadata/ oa i : dc/dc : r e l a t i o n /
text ( ) ,\” ;\”) ,\” ;\”) ,\” ;\”) ,\” view \” ,\” download \”) ” , S t r ing . c l a s s ) . namespaces ( ns ) ) .
35 to ( ” d i r e c t : retrieveByHttpAndSave ” )
Listing B.1: Example of routes to harvest OAI-PMH and RSS data providers. More
details in [11]
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Appendix C
Research Object Harvester
Processor
1 @Component
2 pub l i c c l a s s UIAContextGenerator implements Proces sor {
3
4 pr i va t e s t a t i c f i n a l Logger LOG = LoggerFactory . getLogger ( UIAContextGenerator . c l a s s ) ;
5
6 @Override
7 pub l i c void proce s s ( Exchange exchange ) throws Exception {
8
9 // UIA Context
10 Context context = new Context ( ) ;
11
12 // Source o f data
13 Source source = new Source ( ) ;
14 source . setName ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .SOURCE NAME, St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
15 source . s e tUr i ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .SOURCE URI, St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
16 source . s e tUr l ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .SOURCE URL, St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
17 source . s e tPro to co l ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .SOURCE PROTOCOL, St r ing .
c l a s s ) ) ;
18 context . s e tSource ( source ) ;
19
20 // Pub l i ca t i on
21 Pub l i ca t i on pub l i c a t i on = new Pub l i ca t i on ( ) ;
22
23 // Metadata
24 Reference r e f e r e n c e = new Reference ( ) ;
25 r e f e r e n c e . setFormat ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .
PUBLICATION METADATA FORMAT, St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
26 r e f e r e n c e . s e tUr l ( ” f i l e : // ”+exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .
PUBLICATION REFERENCE URL, St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
27 pub l i c a t i on . s e tRe f e r ence ( r e f e r e n c e ) ;
28
29 pub l i c a t i on . s e t T i t l e ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .PUBLICATION TITLE,
St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
30 pub l i c a t i on . s e tUr i ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .PUBLICATION URI, S t r ing .
c l a s s ) ) ;
31 pub l i c a t i on . setFormat ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .PUBLICATION FORMAT,
St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
32 pub l i c a t i on . setLanguage ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .PUBLICATION LANGUAGE
, St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
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33 pub l i c a t i on . s e tPub l i shed ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .
PUBLICATION PUBLISHED, St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
34 pub l i c a t i on . s e tR ight s ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .PUBLICATION RIGHTS,
St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
35 pub l i c a t i on . s e tUr l ( ” f i l e : // ” + exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .
PUBLICATION URL LOCAL, St r ing . c l a s s ) . r ep l a c e ( ” . ”+r e f e r e n c e . getFormat ( ) , ” . ”+pub l i c a t i on .
getFormat ( ) ) ) ;
36
37
38 pub l i c a t i on . s e tDe s c r i p t i on ( exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .
PUBLICATION DESCRIPTION, St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
39 context . add ( pub l i c a t i on ) ;
40
41 I t e r ab l e<Str ing> i t e r a t o r = S p l i t t e r . on ( ’ ; ’ ) . t r imResu l t s ( ) . omitEmptyStrings ( ) . s p l i t (
exchange . getProperty ( AbstractRouteBui lder .PUBLICATION CREATORS, St r ing . c l a s s ) ) ;
42 ArrayList<Str ing> c r e a t o r s = L i s t s . newArrayList ( i t e r a t o r ) ;
43 pub l i c a t i on . s e tCrea to r s ( c r e a t o r s ) ;
44
45
46 Gson gson = new Gson ( ) ;
47 St r ing j son = gson . toJson ( context ) ;
48
49
50 exchange . get In ( ) . setBody ( json , S t r ing . c l a s s ) ;
51
52 LOG. debug ( ”Json : {}” , j son ) ;
53
54 }
55 }
Listing C.1: Camel processor that creates research objects from both metadata and
related resources . More details in [8]
Appendix D
Corpus
Source URI Title Authors
IJET oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/1130 INSERTION METHOD USING MUSIC
NOTES
* Manimuthu,Yamuna
IJS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/477 ARTEMETHER LUMEFANTRINE
LOADED LIPOSPHERES EVALUA-
TION OF PROPERTIES OF SOLUTOL HS
15 AND SOLUPLUS ON THE IN VITRO
PROPERTIES
* Chime,Salome Amarachi
IJSS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/1661 MUSIC EDUCATION AS A PANACEA
FOR NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
* D.O.A,Ogunrinade
IJSS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/1128 INFLUENCE OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA
ON CHILDREN’S PERSONALITY DEVEL-
OPMENT
* Menhas,Rashid
* Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid
Agriculture University
Rawalpindi,Pakistan
IJSS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/1152 Stakeholder Preference, Dependence and At-
titude towards Conservation of Mangrove
Eco-System in South-East Coast of India
* CHELLAPPAN,SEKAR
* TAMIL NADU
AGRICULTURAL
UNIVERSITY,COIMBATORE-
3
IJBM oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/14 ATTITUDE OF WORKING WOMEN TO-
WARDS INVESTING IN LIFE INSUR-
ANCE WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
PRIVATE BANK EMPLOYEES OF COIM-
BATORE CITY
* S,Vinoth
* Associate Profes-
sor,RVSIMSR
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IJMS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/4003 SIMILE BETWEEN THE MODUS
OPERANDI OF ANALGESIA OF TRA-
MADOL AND POISON OAK (RHUS
TOXICODENDRON) ON FIBROMYAL-
GIA
* Bagchi,Suman
* MD (Homoeopa-
thy),SRF(H) at Dr. Anjali
Chatterjee Regional Re-
search Institute(H)
* Halder,Suman
* MD (Homoeopa-
thy),SRF(H) at Dr. Anjali
Chatterjee Regional Re-
search Institute(H)
* Ex- Assistant Pro-
fessor of Community
Medicine,P.C.M. Ho-
moeopathic Hospital and
College
* Ghosh,Shubhamoy
* MD (Homoeopa-
thy),Head
* Roy,Mousumi
* BHMS,HMO at Chhurra
IJBM oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/250 PERFORMANCES OF INDIAN POSTAL
SERVICES
* Anand.,M.B
* Asst professor at PE-
SITM,Shivamogga
IJSS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/1041 PUBLIC HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURE
IN NIGERIA: CIVILIAN VERSUS MILI-
TARY REGIMES
* Odoh,Vitalis T.
* Diamond Bank Plc,Jos
* Nduka,Eleanya K.
* Department of Eco-
nomics,University of
Nigeria
IJAS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/218 CLINICAL-COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
VIRECHAN and PAKSHAGHATARI GUG-
GULU ON PAKSHAGHAT W.R.S. TO
HEMPIPLIGIA.
* kanungo,Neeraj
* Gupta,Manoj Kumar
* Gaur,Dinesh Singh
* Sharma,Shrikrishna
* Nigam,U.S
* Singh,Vinod kumar
IJOE oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/2694 ROLE OF AN IMPORTANCE OF ACTIVI-
TIES IN SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT
* Babu,Anil
* Maiwal,Jyoti
IJAGS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/1118 EVALUATION OF MICRO-IRRIGATION,
FERTIGATION AND WEED MANAGE-
MENT IN SUMMER GROUNDNUT
* Mathukia,R. K.
* Associate Research
Scientist,Department of
Agronomy
IJET oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/1131 GENERATING DSS GRAPH BY EDGE
SUBDIVISION AND EDGE CONTRAC-
TION
* Manimuthu,Yamuna
IJHS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/4451 Following vaccination, Japanese encephalitis
(JE) circumstances in Lakhimpur, Assam
* Sharma,Jitendra
* District Epidemiolo-
gist,Office of the Joint
Director of Health Ser-
vices
* Das,J N
* District Surveillance
officer,Office of the Joint
Director of Health Services
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IJAGS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/2286 USE OF AZOLLA BIOFERTILIZER IN
POT CULTURE STUDIES WITH PADDY
CROP ORYZA SATIVA
* NN,Arumugam
* DEPT OF BIOL-
OGY,GANDHIGRAM
RURAL UNIVER-
SITY GANDHIGRAM-
DINDIGUL TAMIL
NADU INDIA
IJS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/6026 SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION OF IRBE-
SARTAN AND ATORVASTATIN BY Q AB-
SORPTION RATIO METHOD IN THEIR
SYNTHETIC MIXTURE USE IN CAR-
DIAC CONDITION
* Virani,Paras
IJHS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/2864 Relationship between cigarette smoking and
body mass index in the Italian population
* De Candia,Gioacchino
IJMS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/788 AN INTRODUCTION OF PROBLEM
BASED LEARNING IN IMS, BHU
* Pandey,U.
* Mahapatra,T. M.
IJET oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/981 THE EFFECT OF SEWAGE CONCEN-
TRATIONS AND MATERIALS OF CON-
STRUCTION OF SEWAGE DIGESTER ON
BIOGAS PRODUCTION
* Vincent E,Efeovbokhan
* Ayodeji A,Ayoola
* Omoniyi A,Ayeni
* U. Racheal,Essien
IJSS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/1132 LYING HONESTLY FOR GOVERNMENT:
LINGUISTIC MANIPULATION AS DISIN-
FORMATION STRATEGY IN NIGERIA
* Agbedo,Christopher
Uchenna
* Department of Linguis-
tics Igbo and Other Nige-
rian Languages,University
of NIgeria Nsukka Nigeria
* Krisagbedo,Ebere Celina
IJS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/785 SYNTHESIS and CHARACTERIZATION
OF SERIES LIGANDS AND THEIR COM-
PLEXES WITH (NI2+)
* Jebur,Miad. Hassan.
* Asist . prof .,Chem
.Dept
IJBM oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/4651 E-Commerce in India - with its whole bag of
tricks
* Sundar,Amirtha
* National Institute of
Technology,Trichy
* Vj,Sivakumar
* National Institute of
Technology,Trichy
IJLS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/161 DIFFERENT MODELS TO EVALUATE
ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS-A REVIEW
* Vashist,Hemraj
* Department of Phar-
macy,L.R.Institute of
Pharmacy
* Sharma,Diksha
* Department of Phar-
macy,L.R.Institute of
Pharmacy
* Gupta,Avneet
* Department of Phar-
macy,L.R.Institute of
Pharmacy
IJSS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/3409 HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES IN INDIA - A
MAPPING OF DIFFERENT GROUPS
* Duhan,Roshni Dahiya
* Maharshi Dayanand
University,Rohtak
B.P.S.M.University
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IJAGS oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/80 ADOPTION STATUS AND FIELD LEVEL
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT
PROTECTED STRUCTURES FOR
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION UNDER
CHANGING SCENARIO
* Chatterjee,Ranjit
* Uttar Banga Krishi
Viswavidyalaya,Pundibari
* Mahanta,Sandip
* Pal,P.K.
IJBM oai:ojs.innovareacademics.in:article/245 CUSTOMER SATISFACTION TOWARDS
HOSPITALS , A STUDY ON SELECTED
HOSPITALS AT SHIVAMOGGA CITY
* Anand.,M.B
* Asst professor at PE-
SITM,Shivamogga
* Sudharshan,G.M.
* Nagaraja,S.R.
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